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Editor’s Note
Welcome to September’s issue. We have an eclectic mix of articles covering a wide range of

sectors to whet your appetite in this edition. 
First, our resident economist Moin Siddiqi provides us a comprehensive overview of FDI to the

continent, showing how investors are still keen to support an array of exciting developments
despite tough economic constraints (page 24). 

Next, we look at a report by the Economist Intelligence Unit indicating how Nigeria is providing
optimum business conditions for a flourishing e-commerce sector ahead of its sub-Saharan
African peers (page 30).

In this issue, we also catch a glimpse of the second-largest rough gem-diamond ever to be
unearthed and examine how rough diamond sales in Botswana still account for more than two-
thirds of the country’s exports (page 52).

Finally, an innovative off-grid solar system will be rolled out in homes across Zambia. This is
aimed at specifically helping those living in the rural areas to light homes and access electrical
equipment for the first time (page 36).

Samantha Payne, Editor
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West Africa’s first motorsports racetrack and leisure
park is set to be open in a US$100mn project.
The Ogun State Motorsport (OSM) is being
proposed by EMC3's Baba Epega and is supported
by His Excellency Governor Senator Ibikunle
Amosun of Ogun State, Nigeria. 
The facility will be based in Abeokuta, near Kobape
in Ogun State on 500ha of land. Driven International
is working with EMC3 to design the development.

West Africa to open first
motorsports racetrack 

BRIEFS

The number of flights to Lagos will
be reduced for the rest of the year
following Arik Air's shock
announcement to cut seats by 
more than fifty per cent and other
airline cutbacks.
From August to December 2017,

there will be 16 per cent fewer
airline seats on domestic routes and
nine per cent fewer on
international routes to and from the
city, according to ForwardKeys, which
analysed future travel patterns with Africa's top ten international airports.
In contrast, other African airports showed double digital growth, especially in Nairobi, which

witnessed a 22 per cent boost in domestic flights.
The report reveals that in the first seven months of the year, 1 January to 31 July 2017, total

international flight arrivals grew by 14 per cent over the same period in 2016. Most significantly,
growth was stronger for travel to and from the continent than within the continent. 
It will be encouraging for airlines, governments and hoteliers who are planning to discuss possible

new aviation routes at AviaDev in Kigali in October.
Jon Howell, managing director of AviaDev, said, “As an international executive who has travelled

around Africa for many years, I am longing for the day when it is easier to fly directly between African
cities, as is possible on other continents. I am sure I’m not alone in that desire and I’m equally sure, it
will happen eventually. That’s why I’m determined that the discussions that will take place at AviaDev,
Africa’s leading airline route development conference, will help bring that vision closer.”
Howell added, “One of the major reasons for falling arrivals by air to Nigeria, is the fact that many

airlines could not repatriate funds after the currency crisis in 2016. As a result, Iberia and United
Airlines have ceased operations to Nigeria, whilst Emirates and the other foreign carriers have scaled
back services. The Nigerian airlines have suffered too and so this void has been filled by the 
ever-opportunistic Ethiopian Airlines, who began serving their fifth Nigerian destination, Kaduna on 1
August 2017 and are now the largest carrier in the Nigerian market.”

United Nations secretary-general António
Guterres has announced the appointment of
Ruby Sandhu-Rojon as his new deputy special
representative for West Africa and the Sahel. 
Sandhu-Rojon succeeds Hiroute Guebre

Sellassie, who completed her assignment on
6 August 2017.
The secretary-general said he was grateful

for Guebre Sellassie’s accomplishments as
special envoy for the Sahel and later as deputy
special representative for West Africa and the
Sahel, including for her role in mobilising
international support for the United Nations
Integrated Strategy for the Sahel.
Sandhu-Rojon brings to the position

extensive experience with the United
Nations, including in leadership positions
with the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), and strong strategic
planning, coordination, and programmatic
skills. Since 2014, she has been serving as the
UNDP deputy assistant administrator and
deputy regional director of the Regional
Bureau for Africa. She served as UN resident
coordinator in Ghana from 2010 to 2014,
and was the UNDP country director in
Burkina Faso, where she also assumed the
interim role of resident representative.
Earlier in her career, Sandhu-Rojon was

posted to Germany as chief of the African
Section of UN Volunteers (UNV). She was also
deputy resident representative of UNDP in
Madagascar from 1999 to 2002, and special
assistant to the administrator of UNDP from
1997 to 1999. She started her career as a
programme officer at the African section of
the United Nations Development Fund for
Women (UNIFEM).
Sandhu-Rojon holds a MSc in Russian Politics
from the London School of Economics, and a
BA in Political Science.

RUBY SANDHU-ROJON IS
NEW DEPUTY SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE FOR WEST
AFRICA AND THE SAHEL

The Nigerian government has said it relies heavily on the Dangote refinery to fulfill its promise to Nigerians
to end fuel importation by December 2019.
Ibe Kachikwu, minister of state for Petroleum Resources, who visited the Dangote oil refinery site at Lekki

Free Trade Zone, in Lagos, said the government is ready to play its part to assist in making sure the project is
completed before the scheduled date.
He said, “I have made a very firm commitment to Nigerians that I must stop the importation of petroleum

products by 2019. It is important that we do this early and given the feat that we have achieved in terms of
speed of construction I urge you to do all within you to achieve its completion before the due date.
Aliko Dangote President of Dangote Group, stated, “We will see what to do to make this happen by fast

tracking our processes since the minister has assured us of the government’s cooperation and support.”

GOVERNMENT DROPS GAUNTLET TO DANGOTE TO
COMPLETE REFINERY BEFORE 2019

Scheduled capacity to top 10 airports in Africa: August to
December 2017. (Source: ForwardKeys)
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EMC3 Chairman Baba Epega.
(Source: EpegaMedia)

Algold Resource granted 
30-year mining license. 
(Source: Adobe Stock)

Air traffic in Nigeria falls behind rest of Africa 

Algold Resources receives 30-year
mining license for Mauritania
Algold Resources has received a 30-year mining license
for its Tijirit operation in Mauritani, according to
miningreview.com. 
The Mauritanian ministry of oil, energy and mines agreed
to a license on 12 June 2017. "This milestone is a
significant achievement for Mauritania and Algold
Resources. It is an important step for Tijirit,” said Algold
Resources CEO François Auclair. “We are very grateful for
the government of Mauritania's support.”
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The Tanzanian government has announced it
will expand the arrivals hall at the Terminal II
of Julius Nyerere International Airport (JNIA),
according to reports.
Despite challenges, such as the shortage of
manpower at JNIA immigration department,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs says it is
committed to reducing queues at the
international arrival halls and promoting
Tanzania as a tourist destination.

Tanzania’s JNIA to expand Terminal II

BRIEFS

The US Agency for International Development
(USAID) and the Ministry of Livestock and
Fisheries have launched the Ethiopian Livestock
Identification and Traceability System. 
The system will help to gather information
regarding the source of the animal, type of
husbandry and management system to support
improved quality for consumers and increased
incomes of farmers as well as make the Ethiopian
livestock sector more competitive abroad.

USAID launches livestock system

Ethiopian Airlines Group, the largest airline in
Africa, has announced it has fully refurbished
its Boeing 767-300 ER fleet on routes to Africa,
Middle East and India. 
The newly refurbished airplane is fitted with

new full flat-bed seats in Cloud Nine, modern
IFE with high resolution 17 inch screen and in-
seat power outlets (inflight entertainment),
lighting and other modern cabin products.
Customers in the main cabin will also enjoy
new seats, multiple channels of inflight audio
and video entertainment accessible with their
own mobile devices/tablets.
Ethiopian Group CEO, Tewolde

GebreMariam, said, “As a customer focused
and market driven airline, we are always
committed to offering unmatched travel
experiences for our customers. We have invested more than US$6mn to retrofit our B-767-300 ER fleet,
which will surely provide more choice and greater comfort to our customers. By December 2017, all
our B767 fleet will be fitted with flat-bed seats in Cloud Nine with access to a range of video
programming available for wireless streaming in all cabins. I would like to congratulate our
engineering and maintenance team at Ethiopian MRO for the job well done and wish to pledge to our
customers that we shall always strive to ensure their extra comfort every time they fly with us.”
Ensuring the right fleet mix for their ongoing mission, Ethiopian Airlines has deployed 92 of the

youngest (five years average fleet age) and most modern fleet, with future plans to receive a further
nineteen A350-900s, four B787-900s and five Q400s.
Ethiopian Airlines (Ethiopian) is the fastest growing Airline in Africa. In its seventy plus years of

operation, Ethiopian has become one of the continent’s leading carriers, unrivalled in efficiency and
operational success.

The US Trade and Development Agency
(USTDA) signed a grant with Saigrene Energy
Kenya Limited supporting the development
of run-of-river hydroelectric plants at five
sites in Kenya.
The grant funds a feasibility study that will

evaluate the viability of the sites for power
generation and examines the best approach
for connecting the sites to the national grid.
The five plants would collectively add
approximately 17MW of renewable energy to
Kenya’s generation mix. 
The study will allow the developers to

identify US equipment manufacturers and
service providers that are well-positioned to
outfit the hydroelectric plants.
“USTDA is pleased to support this

important study that will provide
opportunities for US industry to supply
products and services, while advancing
Kenya’s power goals,” said Lida Fitts, USTDA’s
regional director for Sub-Saharan Africa.
“In addition to providing opportunities for

the use of high quality US equipment and
expertise, the plants will provide numerous
benefits to the local community, such as job
creation, and technical skills training for the
youth,” said Paulo Gonçalves, chief executive
officer of Saigrene Energy Kenya Limited.
The US engineering and environmental

consultancy, Knight Piésold (Denver, CO), 
was selected to perform the feasibility study.
It follows another USTDA grant sign-off

in June with Virunga Power Kenya Limited to
support run-of-river three hydroelectric
plants in Kenya. 
“These funds will help Kenya reach its

rural electrification targets, in addition to
promoting the business case for community
co-ownership and participation in small
renewable energy projects across the region
and beyond,” said Brian Kelly, Virunga
Power Kenya Limited’s founder and
managing director.

Ethiopian Airlines refurbishes B767-300
fleet with flat bed seats 

USTDA BOOSTS KENYA
POWER SECTOR

Swala Oil & Gas (Tanzania) Plc, the first oil and gas company listed on an East African stock exchange with
significant local ownership, were due to hold investor meetings in Dar es Salaam and Kampala, Uganda, to
offer bonds to local investors.
The local tranche of seven-year retail bonds will have a coupon of 12 to 16 per cent payable in either

available funds or Swala shares at a 12.5 per cent discount. The issue is designed to maximise Tanzanian
ownership through the conversion into Swala shares and revenue from the bond coupons.
Swala is following the national strategy of ensuring meaningful local interest in major domestic energy

and infrastructure projects, while developing the country’s capital markets with one of the few energy debt
issues in Africa. Dr. David Mestres Ridge, Swala's CEO, said: “The funding of the agreed investment is
progressing and is awaiting only the completion of ongoing due diligence.” 

SWALA OIL & GAS (TANZANIA) PLC. PLANS LOCAL
BOND OFFERING

B767-300 fleet will be fitted with new fully flat-bed seats.
(Source: Ethiopian Airlines)

NEWS |  EAST
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Terminal II of Julius Nyerere International Airport
will be expanded. (Source: Adobe Stock)

New Ethiopian Livestock ID system
launched to help farmers.
(Source: Adobe Stock)
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The US Trade and Development Agency (USTDA)
awarded a grant to Access Zambia Wind One
Limited, supporting a feasibility study for a
130MW wind power project in Zambia.
The wind farm, to be completed in 2019, will be
the first wind independent power production
project in Zambia to meet the growing demand for
electricity.  USTDA's acting director Thomas R.
Hardy, said, “The project will create opportunities
for US exports in a sector in Zambia.” 

First wind independent power project in Zambia

BRIEFS

Global law firm Clyde & Co has announced the
appointment of Deon Francis and Reshana Pillay
as partners in South Africa. 
Francis and Pillay form a reputable team of
lawyers, having worked together for 13 years
within the South African insurance market.
Tony Hardie, managing partner, said, “We're
delighted to have respected specialists, such as
Deon and Reshana, joining the firm. Both are
leading insurance lawyers in South Africa.”

Clyde & Co expand footprint in South Africa

Grupo Sun Ocean Lda has
received approval from the
Technical Unit for Private
Investment (UTIP) to set up
a beverage plant in Angola.
The plant will produce

more than 80 million litres
annually and have more
than 400 employees when it
is in operation.
Grupo Sun Ocean Lda, is

a joint venture made up of
Quantum Global African
Infrastructure 1 LP,
Envasadora de Bata S.A.
(Embasa) and Sun Ocean
Holdings Ltd.
The project will be financed by Quantum Global Group, which said it was pleased to be investing in

the Angolan drink and beverage sector. Grupo Sun Ocean Lda is already serving the Luanda market
and other nearby provinces in Angola.
Martin Bachmann, group head active management, Quantum Global Group said, “I am truly

delighted about the creation of this project and to receive the approval of UTIP. We thank UTIP’s
board as well as our new partners in Grupo Sun Ocean Lda for their commitment. Quantum Global is
excited to be investing in a sector which will contribute greatly to Angola’s drink and beverage sector
as well as the diversification of the Angolan economy.”
Angola has shown significant progress in increasing wealth, macroeconomic stability and economic

diversification in recent years. 
QG African Infrastructure 1 LP is an investment vehicle managed by Quantum Global with attractive

risk diversification across countries, sectors and underlying demand, which explores investment
opportunities for early stage, expansion and exit including greenfield and brownfield investments.

Stanford Graduate School of Business has
announced a US$3mn three-year partnership
with De Beers Group to empower young
entrepreneurs and business owners through
two new 2018 educational programmes in
southern Africa. 
Stanford is expanding its programmes to

Botswana, Namibia and South Africa.
These include the Seed Transformation

Programme of the Stanford Institute for
Innovation in Developing Economies, known
as Stanford Seed, and the Stanford Go-to-
Market programme for accelerating business
ventures to market.
“We are excited to work with the young

and established entrepreneurs in the
southern African region. As with our
experiences in East and West Africa, we are
coming to learn as much as we are to teach,”
said Jesper Sørensen, professor of
organisational behaviour at Stanford GSB
and faculty director of Stanford Seed.
“If the business and job growth that

follows matches what we are seeing in our
other locations, I anticipate this collaboration
will be a very impactful initiative.”
The Seed Transformation Programme is a

intensive one-year programme on topics
such as leadership, strategy, business ethics,
accounting, marketing and value chain
innovation. The Stanford Go-to-Market
Programme is an intensive, one-week
entrepreneurship bootcamp, taught by the
Stanford GSB faculty, and held in cities
around the globe. Through a combination of
lectures, case studies, and small-group
discussions, the programme helps budding
entrepreneurs gain the confidence and skills
to commercialise their business ideas and
accelerate their route to market.
Stanford University is known for its

entrepreneurial spirit.

New Angolan beverage plant approved 
for development

STANFORD TO EMPOWER
YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA

An International Monetary Fund (IMF) mission visited Port Louis and Ebène from 31 July to 15 August to
conduct the discussions for the 2017 Article IV consultation with Mauritius.
The mission was by Amadou Sy, director at the Africa Growth Initiative, he said: “The Mauritian economy

continues to be robust and staff project economic activity for 2017 to remain in line with recent trends.
However, Mauritius is facing a challenging environment and vulnerabilities are rising. Options to improve
resilience include rebuilding the credibility of the fiscal anchor and creating fiscal space for infrastructure
and human capital investment; tackling inflationary pressures by tightening monetary policy, while
modernising the monetary policy framework to strengthen the policy response to shocks; addressing
financial stability risks, and improving competitiveness to support growth. The authorities seek to graduate
Mauritius to a high-income economy within the next ten years.”

IMF COMPLETES TRADE MISSION TO MAURITIUS

Joana Filipe Simplício, legal consultant, Silvia Fernandes, head of
department, UTIP, Martin Bachmann, group head active management,
Quantum Global Group. (Source: Quantum Global Group) 

NEWS |  SOUTH
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Wind farm to be built in Zambia by 2019.
(Source: Adobe Stock)

Clyde & Co appoint two new partners in
South Africa. (Source: Adobe Stock)
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The SDLG operational service network covers more area than any 
other value brand manufacturer.  Which means that, with our teams 
of highly trained technicians, you can rely on SDLG to keep your 
machines working and earning. 

When it’s time to think about buying a new machine,  
remember this name: SDLG.  

Go online to find your local SDLG dealer: www.sdlgafrica.com

More service network.  
More dedicated technicians.   

Trust SDLG.
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SEPTEMBER
2 - 6 

INTERNATIONAL HEAVY HAUL EXPO
Cape Town, South Africa
www.ihha2017.co.za

5 - 6

AFRICAN PORTS EVOLUTION
Accra, Ghana
www.west.portsevolution.com

5 - 7

POWER NIGERIA 2017
Lagos, Nigeria
www.power-nigeria.com

12 - 14

ELECTRA MINING BOTSWANA
Gaborone, Botswana
electramining.co.bw 

13 - 14

FUTURE ENERGY UGANDA
Kampala, Uganda
www.future-energy-uganda.com

15 - 17 

KENYA TRADE SHOW
Nairobi, Kenya 
www.growexh.com

26 - 28

KENYA MANUFACTURING &
EQUIPMENT 
Nairobi, Kenya 
www.kenyamachineryexpo.com

OCTOBER
3 - 7 

ARCHIBAT 2017
Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire
www.icffair.com

4 - 5

AFRICAN RAIL EVOLUTION
Durban, South Africa
www.rail-evolution.com

4 - 6
GHANA TRADE SHOW
Accra, Ghana
www.growexh.com/ghanatradeshow

10 - 12

AFRICA HOTEL INVESTMENT FORUM
Kigali, Rwanda
www.africa-conference.com

11 - 13

MEDIC WEST AFRICA 
Lagos, Nigeria 
medicwestafrica.com

NOVEMBER
2 - 4

NIGERIA BUILDEXPO
Lagos, Nigeria 
www.nigeriabuildexpo.net

DECEMBER
4 - 7

ALGERIA BUILD 
Algiers, Algeria
www.algeriabuild.com

Visit us at
www.oilreviewafrica.com 

“Many thanks for a very informative & useful magazine!
I rate it as the best O&G magazine in Africa.”

General Manager West Africa, Protea Chemicals

 

                       

                         

                          

 

MENA

e-mail: post@alaincharles.com

web: www.alaincharles.com

www.oilreviewafrica.com  

Tel: +971 4 448 9260

ASIA Tel: +91 80 6533 3362

USA Tel: +1 203 226 2882

EUROPE & AFRICA  Tel: +44 20 7834 7676

Oil Review Africa covers the oil and gas related sectors including exploration,
drilling, production, pipelines, refining and gas processing across the continent.
No matter what you are selling to these markets, Oil Review Africa provides an
ideal editorial platform for your advertising and will make your presence felt.

The continent's most successful
oil and gas publication
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ECA AND AUC MEET IN ADDIS
ABABA TO ADVANCE
DEVELOPMENT AGENDA

The United Nations Economic Commisson for
Africa (ECA) and the African Union Commission
(AUC) have held discussions in Addis Ababa in
regard to advancing the development agenda for
the continent. It was the first official meeting
with the AUC for Vera Songwe, executive
secretary of the ECA. Songwe cited regional
integration and the Continental Free Trade Area
(CFTA) as “areas that need our urgent action”.
AUC chairperson, Moussa Faki Mahamat said
that as well as regional integration and a
commitment to the CFTA, both organisations
need to reflect on the way forward for member
states in line with the African Growth
Opportunity Act and Economic Partnership
Agreements which have already been signed.

PEACEKEEPING MISSION BASE
TO BE BUILT IN NAMIBIA 

A ceremony has taken place in Namibia for the
construction of a central support structure for
peacekeeping missions at Namibia’s Osona
Military Base. Located near Okahandja, the
project is valued at approximately N$60mn. 
It is being built as the result of cooperation
between the government of Germany, via its
Equipment Aid Programme and the government
of Namibia. The project will include a training
workshop for plumbing, carpentry, welding,
electrical work and bricklaying, as well as
workshops for vehicles. A workshop for medical
equipment is also included. Part of the
workshop areas are designed for apprenticeship
and artisan training. 

ARCHITECTURE PROJECTS
SHORTLISTED FOR AWARDS

Twenty projects have been shortlisted for the
inaugural Africa Architecture Awards, which will
be presented in Cape Town on 28 September.
Judges received 307 entries representing 32
African countries. The shortlist was chosen by a
master jury comprising a pan-African panel of
architects and industry experts, including: Anna
Abengowe (Nigeria), Guillaume Koffi (Côte
d’Ivoire), Professor Edgar Pieterse (South Africa),
Patti Anahory (Cape Verde), Professor Mark
Olweny (Uganda), Tanzeem Razak (South Africa),
and Phill Mashabane (South Africa). The 20
finalists have been divided into four categories:
Built, Speculative, Emerging Voices and Critical
Dialogue. A diverse range of projects is included
in the shortlist, including a Dakar conference
centre, an eye hospital in the Republic of Congo,
a Kigali genocide memorial in Rwanda. The
Critical Dialogue category features events, such
as Design Indaba, South Africa.  

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY BOON
FOR TENANTS: STANDARD BANK

Gerhard Zeelie, head of real estate finance for
African regions at Standard Bank has described
the commercial property sector as “without a
doubt, a tenants’ market”. Zeelie cited Nigeria as
an example of this, with the more settled Naira
keeping smaller businesses and retailers under
pressure, forcing landlords to offer discounts or
capped deals in US currency. He added that in
Kenya, better regulations, an easier business
environment and a more diverse economy, with
multiple earners of foreign exchange,
“collectively contribute to a more resilient
tenant profile and higher occupancy, even
though vacancies exist in certain sectors”.

NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS
ACT IMMINENT FOR SOMALIA

The National Communications Act passed
through both houses of the Somalian parliament
in August. The final step will be for the president
to sign the bill into law. H.E. Eng. Abdi Ashur,
the minister for posts, telecom and technology,
said the passing of the bill was “a giant step
towards establishing a regulatory framework for
our vibrant telecom industry”, especially as the
bill had remained dormant in the Somalian
parliament for more than 10 years. The bill was
drafted with the aims of increasing government
revenues, improving security, boosting consumer
rights and attracting investment into the
country’s telecommunications sector.

INVESTMENT POTENTIAL FOR
AFRICAN HOSPITALITY SECTOR

The hospitality sector in Africa’s emerging
markets looks set to profit from foreign
investment and an influx of foreign travellers.
This is according to a report by PwC, the seventh
edition of the Hotels Outlook: 2017-2021 report.
The report focuses on South Africa, Nigeria,
Mauritius, Kenya and Tanzania and, for the first
time, Ethiopia and Ghana have been added.
According to the report, total tourist arrivals in
Ethiopia from 2015 to 2016 increased from
817,860 to 868, 780. This is forecast to rise by 5.7
per cent from 2016 to 2017 to 918,010. In
Ghana, meanwhile, the tourism sector has
remained resilient despite global economic
challenges. Pietro Calicchio, Hospitality &
Gaming Industry leader for PwC Southern Africa
said, “The growth potential of Africa is high
mainly because of the rapid economic growth in
some economies, a growing middle class and an
increase in visits from foreign visitors.” 

NEWS |  BULLETIN
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Vera Songwe’s first meeting with the AUC highlighted
free trade. (Source: Chatham House/Flickr) 

Namibia’s Okahandja military base will be developed.
(Source: ViceAdmiral/Wikimedia Commons)

Somalian law changes should help consumers.
(Source: AMISOM Public Information/Flickr) 

Good news for Ghana tourism. (Source: Saad Akhtar)

The Dakar Conference Centre is among the shortlisted
buildings. (Source: Africa Architecture Awards)

Gerhard Zeelie: Commercial property tenants may
benefit from the market. (Source: Standard Bank)
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“Today, big data appears to be
restricted by access,

authenticity and monetisation
challenges. However, sharing data
through blockchain technology,
can not only help in unlocking new
enterprise value for organisations
but also address three of its
unresolved challenges: controlling
data, ensuring data credibility, and

building universal exchanges.
Therefore, blockchain technology
is proving to be an effective
approach to create a universally
cohesive ecosystem that enables
better collaboration for data
exchange that can accelerate 
the development of smart cities
and transform mainstay 
industries such as healthcare and
financial services.”

MOHAMMED AMIN
Senior vice president, Middle East,
Turkey and Africa at Dell EMC

“With a suite of strategic
communications assets on

the continent, Angola Cables will
become the only carrier able to
directly connect networks from the
Americas and Europe to the third
largest platform in Africa, Angonix.

Remote peering services will soon
be launched whereby peering ports
on Angonix will be available in
other markets. Our growth is an
indication of how ripe the continent
is for digital growth.”

DARWIN COSTA
Project manager at Angonix
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WEB SELECTION

RWANDA LAYS FOUNDATION
STONE OF BUGESERA
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

On 9 August, Rwanda’s President Paul
Kagame laid the foundation stone of
the country’s newest transportation
hub, the Bugesera International Airport,
serving Kigali 
“I am pleased to join you today to break
ground for this important national
project. We are as determined as you
are to see this airport completed and

operational,” the newly re-elected
president said shortly after laying 
the stone.
With the support of the African Legal
Support Facility (ALSF), the Rwandan
Government successfully signed a
Concession Agreement for the
construction and operation of the new
airport, positioning Kigali to become a
nerve centre for business, travel and
shipping in the sub-region.
Estimated to cost US$700mn, the
airport project is designed to be
executed across four phases. The first
phase will involve approximately 27
months of construction, at an estimated
cost of US$400mn. It is expected to be
completed by 2019, at which point the
airport will be able to accommodate 1.8
million passengers annually.

MINISTER DAVIES:
‘INFRASTRUCTURE CRUCIAL
TO AFRICAN GROWTH’

The minister of trade and industry, Dr
Rob Davies said the development of
infrastructure is an essential and

absolutely fundamental catalyst for
regional integration for increased
inter-regional trade and for
industrialisation in Africa. 
Minister Davies was speaking during
the opening of the Infrastructure Africa
Business Forum on 21 August.
“As a continent, Africa has an
infrastructure deficit estimated at
US$93bn per year for the next 20
years. Colonialism has created
infrastructure that was geared
towards the continent fulfilling its role
as mere producer and exporter of
primary commodities that were taken
to other people’s economies. 
There is a huge amount of catch-up
that we need to undergo as a
continent to achieve regional
integration,” said Davies.

Paul Kagame laying the corner stone. (Image
source: AFdB)

Dr Rob Davies. (Image source: World
Economic Forum/Commons)
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You have now been at the head of Ecobank for
two years. Can you summarise the major
challenges facing the bank during this period?
The first thing is the economy. Some of our
countries, especially in Nigeria, went into a
tailspin because of the commodity prices that
went down and also the production went down.
That created a lot of issues in terms of trade areas
both international trade areas and domestic trade
areas. That forced movements in the currency
that then had a spill-over effect on the region and
all the other countries around the region.  
Then we had challenges around the Boko

Haram situation that led to a loss of economic
activity, especially in Nigeria, in Chad and
Cameroon, that again created a set of challenges.
But the most important challenge has been the
economic consequences of a reduction in the
prices of commodities and the consequent foreign
policy liquidity issue in Nigeria, the reduction, the
devaluation and the spill-over effects and
contagion effects around the countries.
From our point of view, we are not just

focusing on challenges alone, but we are also
focusing on the opportunities that our pan-
African presence presents

Ecobank took US$800mn impairment charge
in 2016. The received wisdom was that this
was necessary due to the NPLs and the
Nigerian operations, which is your largest
market. Do you agree? Given that the Nigerian
economy is still exhibiting very slow growth,
what is your strategy going forward? 
Well, it’s in our numbers, I mean the whole of it is
not Nigeria, but what component is Nigeria is in
the numbers we publish for 2016. We’ve dealt
substantially with the issues. Yes, the economy of
Nigeria is still exhibiting slow growth but it is not
in recession in terms of contraction as it was
before. Before 2016 there was actually no
liquidity in the system because people couldn’t
get foreign currency to be able to transact and
that has subsided substantially this year.

You are on record saying that Ecobank would
like to achieve 100 million customers by 2020.
The digital offering is a key part of this. Can
you give us an update on progress? 
Yes, it’s an ambitious target; we know it’s

audacious. But we believe that once we create the
right strategy and product, we will be able to take
the product quickly to the market place. 
We’ve got approvals from regulators across

Africa, 25 of them so that people can open an
account with us digitally. We are one of the only
entities that you can open an account digitally
end-to-end. We have applications that are now in
place that people can actually use the credit or
debit card of other banks and transact with us
that way. That allows the people that are not only
our customers to be able to transact, other people
can also transact. 

The global economy is uncertain at best and
Africa’s prospects remain open to questions
giving the continuing commodity price
downturn and evidence of increasing
protectionism in world markets. How likely is
it in your view that we will see a return to
appreciable growth in the continent’s
economies? 
You are right in terms of the global economy, it is
uncertain. But our participation is at a very low
level. So when you are at a very low level, it is easy
to actually grow. What we need are positive policy
choices. If we make the right policy choices, if we
open up our economies, if we free people up to do
things, to improve the productivity of civil service
to allow greater economic activity. We have seen a
lot of positive moves in some of our big markets
like Nigeria, trying to open up the ease of doing
business. For example, we’ve seen Togo and Ghana
now opening their borders for 24 hours and that
has stimulated greater trade 
There are a lot of small things that our

countries need to do that can actually enable
growth to happen … we are very far from our
reaching our full potential.
Many Africans still remain unbanked. So many

opportunities have not been translated into
something that is bankable. 
Our role is to convert people’s ambition into

reality using financial products, so we need to
work with a lot of people, a lot of our colleagues,
to make that happen. For me, it is about bringing
everybody to bear on the situation, so that we can
all as a continent move forward. 

Ecobank’s alliance with South African bank,
Nedbank, formed in 2008 received a jolt when
Nedbank profits were down because of losses
at Ecobank in Q4 2016. Will this have long-
term implications? 
I think we are all disappointed with the situation
that led to the losses, but also the devaluation of
the Naira in the currency in which the stock is
quoted, created part of the challenges we met.
Having said that, the long-term, and you can hear
this in all of Nedbank’s presentations, they have
been very supportive throughout this period and
the logic of the relationship will continue to be
strong. They have been very supportive in also
trying to find business opportunities, working
with customers on both sides to be able to create
economic advantages as well as a relationship. 

You entered into a US$500mn trade and
investment promotion agreement with
Afreximbank earlier this year. In Kigali, at
Afreximbank’s 2017 AGM, you held the
Ecobank Africa-Africa Forum alongside
Afreximbank’s President Dr. Benedict Oramah
and Rwanda’s Minister of Finance Claver
Gatete. What were the results of this forum
and what did it achieve? 
We agreed on two things. That we are going to
work on payments, to ensure that payments across
Africa are instant. For that we have a responsibility
to work with Dr Oramah, and we believe that we
will get that done before the next meeting. 
The second thing is that we are going to

include women and youth in terms of having
access to finance. Those are the two things that
we said we want to work on.  See full interview at
www.africanreview.com �

In a wide ranging interview, Ecobank’s global chief executive, Ade Ayeyemi talks to African Review about the bank’s
ambitious strategy. Stephen Williams reports.
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Continuing along the path to growth

PROFILE |  ECOBANK

Ecobank’s global
chief executive,
Ade Ayeyemi.
(Source:
Ecobank)
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South Africa’s President
Jacob Zuma has signed
the Financial Sector
Regulation Act into law.

A statement from the
president’s office said the
Act “aims to achieve a
financial system that
works in the interests of
financial customers, and
supports balanced and
sustainable economic
growth in the republic”. 

The new legislation
aims to foster greater
financial stability and
inclusion, and boost overall confidence in the nation’s financial system, as
well as prevent crime. 

The act also establishes two new financial sector regulators – the
Financial Sector Conduct Authority and the Prudential Authority – with
jurisdiction over all financial institutions.

It seeks to ensure co-operation and collaboration between the new
regulators and other major institutions, such as the National Credit
Regulator, the Financial Intelligence Centre and the South African 
Reserve Bank.

Zuma signs off new finance
rules in South Africa 

South Africa’s Absa Bank has concluded a five-year US$100mn Special
Facility Agreement with the China Development Bank (CDB). 
It marks the first major transaction between the two lenders and is 

geared towards supporting small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs)
across Africa. 
“We are glad to partner with CDB on this landmark transaction, which

also echoes the 2017 BRICS theme, ‘Stronger Partnership for a Brighter
Future’,” said Craig Bond, head, partnerships, joint ventures and strategic
alliances at Barclays Africa Group. Absa is a subsidiary of the Barclays
Africa Group.
CBD is one of the biggest lenders in Africa, founded in 1994 by Beijing

as a development finance institution with assets of circa US$2tn.

ABSA CONCLUDES US$100M
CHINA SME DEAL

A new infrastructure fund dedicated to Africa, worth an initial
US$550mn, has been launched by a group of Danish investors.
The group comprises A.P. Moller Holding, PKA, PensionDanmark and
Lægernes Pension.

The fund will focus on investments in infrastructure in Africa to
support sustainable economic growth across the continent, while
delivering an attractive return to its investors, the group stated.

The fund will be managed by A.P. Moller Capital, an affiliate of A.P.
Moller Holding.

“Together, we will build and operate infrastructure business in Africa
to support sustainable development and improvements in living
standards across the continent,” said Kim Fejfer, managing partner and
chief executive of A.P. Moller Capital.

“We will combine the best from industry in terms of project
management and operational capabilities with the best from private
equity in terms of agility and focus.” 

With a working-age population likely to reach more than one billion
people in the coming decades, Africa has a pressing need for more
infrastructure investment.

The new fund has a duration of 10 years and an initial target of 10 to
15 investments in total.

Following first commitments, it will then be open for additional
institutional investors for the next 12 months. The ambition is to raise
US$1bn in total commitments.

Torben Möger Pedersen, chief executive of PensionDanmark, said,“We
see this as a unique opportunity to invest in a region with high economic
growth and attractive investment opportunities. The fund is a good
example of how private capital can be mobilised on large scale to
implement the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.” 

NEW AFRICA INFRASTRUCTURE 
FUND LAUNCHED
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Peter Damgaard Jensen, CEO of PKA; Kim Fejfer, managing partner and CEO
of A.P. Moller Capital; Torben Möger Pedersen, CEO of PensionDanmark;
Chresten Dengsøe, CEO of Lægernes Pension, Robert Mærsk Uggla, CEO of
A.P. Moller Holding. (Source: A.P. Moller Holding)

President Zuma signs off finance act into law.
(Source: GovernmentZA/Flickr)

South Africa’s Absa Bank
signs US$100mn agreement
with the China Development
Bank. (Source: Adobe Stock)
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BRIEFS

A strong infrastructure base is critical for
Africa’s economic transformation,
according to Sylvian Boko, the principal
regional advisor and head of
development planning at the Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA).

Speaking at an ECA-sponsored session
at the annual Nigerian Bar Association
conference, held in August in Lagos,
Nigeria, Mr Boko said it was “imperative
for the continent to create an enabling
environment for investment in
transboundary infrastructure projects”.

“It is critical for the continent to have a competitive industrial sector and transboundary
infrastructure to advance its integration thus promoting strong and sustained growth by reducing
poverty; enhancing economic activity and competitiveness by reducing transportation cost; improving
living standards by minimising transaction costs of business,” he said.

Mr Boko added that this would also raise productivity and promote economic competiveness and in
the process assist governments in domestic resource mobilisation.

However, by and large, he said, the continent still lacks adequate infrastructure such as roads,
railways, waterways and ICT to support its growing economies.

In his keynote address at the conference, Emmanuel Nnadozie, executive secretary of the African
Capacity Building Foundation, talked about the importance of solid financial mechanisms, benefiting
from experiences and best practices from markets outside of Africa.

Africa, he said, must allow for a solid financial mechanism and that will enable capacity to flourish
through the development, employment, retention and full and optimum utilisation of human capacity,
in particular capacity for policy design, implementation and monitoring and evaluation.

Akshai Foforia, a partner at Pinsent Mason Law Firm and Makane Mbengue, and professor of law at
the University of Geneva, spoke about opportunities of the pan-African investment code, the African
arbitration mechanism and funding of transboundary infrastructure projects.

The African Development Bank has
announced five new senior appointments.

Dr Victor B. Oladokun, a British citizen, is
the new director of communication and
external relations. He has more than 25
years experience in public relations,
corporate branding, journalism, leadership
development and executive coaching, and he
joins the bank from 3D Global Consult, a
media and communications consulting firm
based in Nigeria, where he has been CEO
since 2012.

Dr Abdu Mukhta, a US citizen, is the new
director of industrial and trade
development, joining the bank from the
Dangote group, where he was based in
Nigeria as the group chief strategy officer.

Trevor de Kock, from South Africa, is the
new director of financial management. He
has been with the African Development Bank
since 1999, when he joined as division
manager for the financial technical services
division. Most recently, he was officer-in-
charge of the financial management
department.

Omobola Hollist, from Nigeria, the new
director of financial controls, is another long-
serving African Development Bank manager.
She has been with the bank since 1991,
starting as a loan accounting officer.
Between 1997 and 2001, she was chief
financial statistician in the loan accounting
and statistics division. From 2001 until 2007,
she was manager of that division. In 2007,
she became manager of disbursements and,
most recently, Hollist was acting director of
the financial control department.

Jacques Edjangue, a Cameroonian
national, is the new director of language
services. He has managed the bank’s French
translation division since 2011. He joined the
bank in 2002 as a senior translator and was
appointed as a principal adviser in 2007
before becoming a manager.

Infrastructure essential for African business
activity and economic development: ECA

NEW FACES AT AFRICAN
DEVELOPMENT BANK

South Africa’s Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) will take a group of black industrialists on an outward
trade mission to Uganda from 18-23 September. The mission aims to assist the industrialists to find markets
for their products and seek investment opportunities. It is part of the DTI’s Black Industrialists Programme.  
Export-ready black industrialists operating in the economic infrastructure, agro-processing, chemicals,

pharmaceuticals, plastics, electronics, textiles, footwear and leather sectors. will be participating in the
trade mission, as part of the government’s plans to expand South Africa’s industry base and create a more
dynamic and entrepreneurial economy.
“The intention is to contribute towards shifting the demographic composition of South Africa’s industrial

sector by engaging with and nurturing emerging Black Industrialists to tap into a reservoir of potential jobs,
revenue, taxes and innovation,”said Dr Rob Davies, Soith Africa’s minister of trade and industry.

DTI TO BOOST BLACK INDUSTRIALISTS

Railway development is essential for economic growth in Africa.
(Source: jbdodane/Flickr)

BUSINESS  |  NEWS
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A-Mark Precious Metals, a precious metals trading company, has acquired Goldline, a
direct retailer of precious metals to the
investment community in a deal worth
US$10mn. South Africa is among the
sovereign mints which has a distribution
deal with A-Mark. In addition to wholesale
and trading activity, California-based A-
Mark offers clients a variety of services,
including financing, consignment and
various customised financial programmes.

A-Mark Precious Metals acquires Goldline
UAE-based financial services firm SHUAA Capital has begun discussions with Egyptian

regulators for reintroducing its securities
business into the Egyptian market. SHUAA
Capital voluntarily suspended its brokerage
operations in Egypt as the region recovered from
the 2008 global recession which impacted
trading volumes. The board of directors has set
a mandate targeting the Egyptian market for the
expansion of its brokerage services under its
Capital Markets offering.    

SHUAA eyes Egyptian securities market

The South African Mint works with A-Mark.
(Source: Money Metals/Flickr)

SHUAA is keen to re-enter the Egyptian
market. (Source: SHUAA)
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T
he Democratic Republic of Congo's
economic fortunes are inextricably linked to
its mining sector. According to reports,

mining accounts for 80 per cent of the country's
export revenue and the country is home to the
largest cohort of mineral resources on the continent.

Untold natural wealth
International investors have taken notice –
between 2010 and 2014, foreign investment grew
by an annual average of 23.6 per cent. Current
estimates place investment in new mining
projects between 2015 and 2018 at US$2.5bn.

Based on analyst predictions, this growth is set
to continue over the next five years, especially in
gold, copper, and cobalt. According to BMI, global
copper mine production is forecast to increase by
an average yearly rate of 4.1 per cent between
2017 and 2021, from 20 million tonnes in 2017 to
23.7 million tonnes by 2021. The DRC will
concurrently regain a global copper ore market
share of 5 per cent by 2021.Other natural resources
are equally promising. Cobalt, for example,
presents a huge growth area, as it is used in the
production of rechargeable batteries for devices
ranging from smartphones to electric vehicles. The
DRC has 50 per cent of the world's cobalt reserves,
with one mining company even investing US$1bn
in a single cobalt mining project in the country.

However rosy the outlook for the DRC's mining
sector may be, one major factor is threatening the
sector's potential to stimulate economic growth:
unreliable electricity supply.

No lights, no action 
Since 2008, electricity capacity has remained fairly
stagnant at 2400MW, of which a mere 1281MW is
operational. And despite the government
identifying 217 sites for new hydro power
generation – which already accounts for 99 per
cent of the country's power generating capacity –
not a single site has been developed. Today, only
16 per cent of the country's more than 82 million
citizens have access to electricity.

As a stop-gap, the Congolese government has
sought to import power. To drive the growth of its

copper production, for example, the DRC recently
signed a deal with South African electricity
parastatal Eskom for the provision of 200MW of
imported power.

Many mining operators have also initiated
their own power and hydro projects in order to
secure a reliable power supply for uninterrupted
productivity. However, for the DRC’s mining sector
to thrive and deliver on the economic promise it
holds, new thinking around the provision of
power is needed.

Rethinking DRC’s energy mix
While the DRC must urgently increase its power
generating capacity and transmission
infrastructure to support its economic growth in
the long term, the country is in need of 
cost-effective shorter-term power solutions that
are relatively quick to implement. The Congolese
government and state utility SNEL are fully aware
of the power supply challenges the country
currently faces and are bravely attempting to
develop and bring further projects and
transmission infrastructure online. This is not so

easily achieved in a country such as the DRC,
where political instability and sovereign guarantee
constraints are major hurdles to the financing of
large scale infrastructure projects. 

At the recent DRC Mining Week conference, the
common thread among mining operators was the
need for secure and cost-effective power supply to
their operations in the country. I would argue
that mining operators and the Congolese
government need to take a technology-agnostic
approach that enabled the use of tailor-made
energy solutions based on solar hybrid, gas,
diesel, and HFO fuel technologies.

Given the crisis of power supply in 
the country, which is likely to remain for the next
few years, mining operators need to carefully
consider alternative power supply options to
avoid the inevitable loss in production that will
result from repeated power outages. Such
alternative supply options offered by private
power producers using a per-kWh billing model
that reduces capex costs and enables them to
quickly install new power generating assets that
can be online within weeks, instead of the years-
long timeline envisioned by the state power
supplier and from large-scale power projects.

New financing models also open the door to co-
funding opportunities, allowing mining operators
to reduce the cost of new power supply and share
any risk associated with bringing new power
capacity online. This would create some certainty
around productivity at mining projects, while
driving costs down and profits up.

The mining sector has the potential of 
fast-tracking its economic development. With
fresh thinking around how new power supply can
be brought up cost-effectively, the mining sector
can continue its booming growth and place the
country firmly on the global investor map. �

Without new thinking, DRC
mining growth will struggle to
realise its full potential

OPINION

Grant Berndsen, managing director, Ignite Energy Projects.

By Grant Berndsen, managing director, Ignite Energy Projects
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8th & 9th October 2017 at Habtoor Grand Beach Resort & Spa, Dubai, UAE

REALISING THE UAE’S VISION 2021 SAFETY GOALS

Back for the

third time 
Continuing our highly acclaimed annual HSE event series, the 
3rd�A##ua!�Hea!th��Safety�&�Security�F$ru"�2017 is being held on the 
8th – 9th October 2017 in Dubai. Focusing on the proposed regulations
for Safe Public and Fair Judiciary under the UAE vision 20121, this
year’s theme is ‘Rea!isi#g�the�UAE’s�Visi$#�2021�safety�g$a!s’��

The forum will provide a platform to promote discussions on critical
issues such as emergency preparedness and response, unforeseen
hazards, legislation for occupational safety etc. through keynote
presentations, interactive panel discussions and delegate Q&A sessions.
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The forum, now in its third year, promises to be a roaring success, providing attendees with a
rich networking and learning experience.
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China, United Arab Emirates and the United States are among Africa’s most prominent investors despite operating in
a tougher economic environment. Economist Moin Siddiqi reports. 
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G
enerally negative sentiment
towards emerging-markets
and lacklustre global

economy along with the ending of
the commodities ‘super-cycle’ were
reflected in a mixed picture for
Africa’s foreign direct investment
(FDI) landscape in 2016. 

During 2016, FDI projects fell by
12.3 per cent to 676, although capital
value of those projects rose to
US$94.1bn, up one third on the 2015
total, according to Greenfield
investment monitor, fDi markets.
Western Europe remains the leading
investor region in Africa with 255
projects, followed by 141 in Asia-
Pacific (including China and Japan),
101 in North America and 61 in the
Middle East. By capital investment,
the Asia-Pacific region occupied the
top spot investing US$51bn in new
(i.e. greenfield) and existing (i.e.
brownfield) facilities. By contrast,
inward FDI from Middle East, Western
Europe and North America were
estimated at US$17bn, US$12.5bn
and US$5bn, respectively, in 2016. 

Major investor economies
fDi Markets estimate that China led
greenfield investment during 2015-16
(US$38.4bn), equivalent to a quarter
of total capital investment in Africa.
Other prominent investors were the
United Arab Emirates (US$14.9bn),
Italy (US$11.6bn), the United States
(US$10.4bn), Morocco (US$8.1bn),
France (US$7.7bn) and the United
Kingdom (US$7.5bn). Dubai-based DP
World, which invested US$1.5bn in
Djibouti container port, is also active
in Senegal and Mozambique. China's
higher figure was largely on account
of the US$20bn investment by China
Fortune Land Development Co. to
build the second phase of Egypt's new
administrative capital, east of Cairo.

Japan and India also invested
US$3.1bn and US$2.2bn. In total,

almost 500 global and regional
companies made investment during
2016. Major hub sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA) economies are South Africa,
Nigeria, Angola, Kenya, Ethiopia,
Ghana and lately Mozambique.
During 2011-16, South Africa
attracted the highest number of
investments in the continent with 68

FDI projects, followed by Kenya (67)
and Ghana (62), respectively.

Since the mid-2000s, China has
invested US$66.4bn into 293 projects
across Africa  – creating 130,750 jobs
reported fDi Markets. In tandem,
Sino-African trade has boomed –
with exports to Africa totalling
US$82.9bn while imports (mostly oil

and minerals) were valued at
US$54.3bn. With 91 projects valued
at US$3.6bn in 2016, the US remains
a principal investor. The African
Growth and Opportunity Act
(renewed until 2025) provides 
tariff-free access to US markets for
several goods and services. It is
uncertain, however, whether
President Trump would continue the
‘pro-African’ policy of the previous
Obama administration. 

Ernst & Young believe “any
potential impact on levels of US FDI
in Africa will be evaluated later in
the year.” Britain’s June 2016 ‘Brexit’
vote also creates uncertainties
because African governments need
to forge new bilateral
trade/investment agreements with a
post-Brexit UK. Most of the existing
trade arrangements that African
countries have with UK were
negotiated through the European
Union. SSA is also assuming a more
prominent position on Japanese
investors’ radar. In August 2016,
Tokyo unveiled an US$30bn
investment programme for Africa. 

Diverse sectoral investors
The past decade saw a marked
change in FDI patterns in Africa with
the focus of multi-national
enterprises (MNEs) shifting from
extractive to consumer-facing and
infrastructure sectors. In 2015,
mining/metals, coal, oil-gas
comprised just 5.8 per cent
collectively of total projects,
compared to over a quarter in 2005,
whereas consumer-oriented
industries now attract the bulk of
FDI. This diversification is also
reflected in terms of destinations
and sources. 

Investor interest in consumer-
facing sectors is driven by the
potential of growing middle-class
and rising household consumption –

Investor appetite in Africa remains strong

FINANCE |  FDI

Table1: Foreign Direct Investment into Africa

(including North Africa)
FDI Value New jobs Top % share

Year Projects US$bn created Sectors * 2016 FDI
(thousands) projects

2007 405 55.2 111,600 TMT 19.5

2008 874 140.0 238,600 CPR 15.2

2009 754 83.6 136,900 BS 11.8

2010 694 70.4 132,100 FS 9.9

2011 923 67.6 167,600 T&L 7.7

2012 826 47.2 121,400 RHC 6.7

2013 882 66.3 130,600 RE 6.2

2014 722 88.5 160,500 Auto 4.9

2015 771 71.3 148,700 DIP 4.6

2016 676 94.1 129,200 Extractive 4.1

Source: fDi Markets (2017).

*TMT: Technology, media & telecommunications; CPR: Consumer products & retail; BS: Business

services; FS: Financial services; T&L: Transport & logistics; RHC: Real estate, hospitality & con-

struction; RE: Renewable energy; DIP: Diversified industrial products; Extractive: mining, crude

oil & natural gas.

Table2: Top 10 FDI Recipients in Sub-Saharan Africa 2011-16,

(US$ millions)
Inward % of SSA FDI Stock / % of SSA

COUNTRY FDI * Total 2016 Total

Angola 90,631 26.2 49,545 8.2

Nigeria 33,857 9.8 94,184 15.6

Mozambique 27,225 7.9 31,830 5.3

South Africa 26,872 7.8 136,837 22.7

Ghana 19,790 5.7 29,882 4.9

Congo, Rep. 16,620 4.8 25,882 4.3

Congo, DRC 11,819 3.4 21,187 3.5

Sudan 9,776 2.8 25,467 4.1

Tanzania 9,759 2.8 19,818 3.3

Ethiopia 9,494 2.7 13,700 2.3

Grand Total 255,843 73.9 448,332 74.2

Source: UNCTAD, World Investment Report, 2017.

* FDI represents net inflows of investment to acquire a lasting management interest (10% or

more of voting stock) in an enterprise operating in a foreign country. It comprises equity capital,

reinvestment of earnings, other than long-term capital and short-term capital as shown in the

balance of payments..

/ FDI stock represents the value of the share of affiliate enterprise at book value or historical

cost, reflecting prices at the time when the investment was made and reserves (including retained

profits) attributable to the parent firm, plus net debt of affiliate to parent company.
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projected to reach US$2.1 trillion by
2025, according to McKinsey Global
Institute (MGI). Technology, media
and telecommunications, consumer
products and retail, financial
services and real estate, hospitality
and construction together hold over
half of the 2016 projects.
Automotive, energy and transport
sectors also attract new FDI.

Infrastructure development
Companies able to close Africa’s
‘infrastructure gap’ will find endless
opportunities in major upgrades
and expansions at roads, rails, ports,
airports, information and
communication Technologies (ICT)
and power grids across the
continent. This lack of infrastructure
hinders the growth of imports,

exports, and regional business. 
The World Bank estimates SSA

need US$100bn annually to invest in
basic infrastructure to cope with a
fast-growing population. Rapid
urbanisation is expected to drive
over 50 per cent of Africans to cities
by 2050. But the SSA region can only
mobilise about half of required
money for infrastructure
development via borrowing,
bilateral agreements, domestic
revenues and development financial
institutions, leaving a galloping
deficit. However, governments can
tackle this deficit by providing an
enabling environment for foreign
investors to inject capital into
critical projects, structured on 
build-own-operate (BOO), 
build-own-transfer (BOT) and public-

private partnership (PPPs) models,
which was successful in the
power/utilities sectors in Arabian
Gulf countries. 

Clean-energy, too offers
possibilities in Africa, reflecting
abundant solar, wind, hydro and
geothermal resources for lighting
the continent, which is plagued by
power outages, thereby affecting
productivity, increasing costs and
leaving businesses reliant on
generators and alternative power
options. The African Renewable
Energy Initiative (launched in 2015)
aims to develop new generation
capacity of 300 gigawatts by 2030. In
2014-15, 65 clean-energy projects
were reported in Africa – with UAE,
Morocco, Norway and Canada
among the largest investors.  

Prospects
Globalisation leaves few ‘untapped’
frontier markets, with limited
opportunities for greenfield
expansion in the developed world.
MNEs hungry for long-term growth
can find new openings in Africa.
Equally, regional governments need
to implement more favourable FDI
legislation and cross-border
solutions for the logistics and
infrastructure sectors.

Africa needs far greater non-
extractive FDI over the medium-term
for diversifying domestic productive
capacity and job creation. The
International Monetary Fund expects
non-resource-rich SSA economies to
receive two-fifths of the share of FDI
in 2017, compared to one-quarter in
2009. According to the UN Conference
on Trade and Development, net FDI
inflows to Africa are expected to
reach US$65bn this year, up from
US$59.37bn in 2016.

The continent’s step towards the
Tripartite Free Trade Agreement
(TFTA) among 26 SSA countries should
foster competitive regional value
chains, while encourage more FDI
thanks to an integrated, larger
market for manufacturers. The
dismantling of trade barriers could
boost investment in processed foods,
light and heavy manufacturing. The
TFTA is projected to hike 
intra-African trade by US$8.5bn,
according to the UN Economic
Commission for Africa. �
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• Eni (Italy) and Vitol Group
(Holland), in partnership with
Ghana National Petroleum 
Corp; are developing a US$7bn
offshore oil-and-natural gas
project in West Ghana.

• In June 2017, Eni approved final
investment decision for Coral
floating LNG (FLNG) facility in
Mozambique, which will hold
4.5bn cubic metres of annual
liquefaction capacity (expected
online 2022).

• Total (France) in early 2017

acquired a stake worth
US$900mn in Ugandan oil
project led by Tullow Oil (UK).

• Beijing Automotive International
Corp (China) is building a
US$759mn auto plant – the
biggest vehicle-production
facility in South Africa.

• Moroccan Office Cherifien des
Phosphates, the world’s biggest
phosphate exporter, is 
building a US$3.7bn fertiliser
factory in Ethiopia.

• In Congo (DRC), China

Molybdenum acquired 100 per
cent share capital of 
Freeport-McMoRan DRC
Holdings (US) for US$2.8bn to
secure supplies of cobalt used in
batteries for electric cars.

• Neotel, the South African 
fixed-line operator (majority
owned by India’s Tata
Communications), was sold to
Liquid Telecom, owned by
Econet Wireless in a US$430mn
deal to create Africa’s biggest
broadband network.

NEW REPORTED FDI PROJECTS
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Fiscal and business incentives attract investors to Special Economic Zones in Kenya
and Tanzania. Mwangi Mumero reports. 
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S
pecial Economic Zones (SEZs)
have become the new
investment vehicles in Kenya

and Tanzania – attracting local and
international investors.
Four years ago, Tanzania set aside

16,150 ha of land for the
development of SEZs in Mtwara,
Kigoma and Bagamoyo.
A SEZ is considered a

development tool to promote rapid
economic growth by using fiscal and
business incentives to attract
investment and technology. For
example, investors into SEZs are
exempted from paying tax for 10
years, according to the Tanzania
Export Promotion Zones Authority
(EPZA), the authority in charge of the
SEZs and the Export Promotion
Zones (EPZs) .
Companies of machinery,

equipment, heavy duty vehicles,
building and construction materials
are exempted from paying taxes and
duties. Firms are also exempted
from paying corporate tax, tax on
rental income, dividends and
interest, as well as being exempted
from paying property tax.
Recently, Tanzania’s Export

Processing Zones Authority (EPZA)
announced that the two schemes
under its authority – the EPZs and
the SEZs have generated US$1bn in
foreign currency since their
introduction nine years ago.
“When the initiative was

established, foreign exchange
earnings were US$22mn per annum
but this has since shot up to
US$200mn,” said Col Joseph
Simbakalia, EPZA director general.
Over the same period, the

initiative generated more than
36,000 jobs for Tanzanians in

addition to bringing capital,
technology and expertise that has
boosted industrialisation.
He added that the government

strategy is to favour private
investment rather than setting up
state-owned factories. Among the
foreign investors was Tooku
Garment Company. The company
produces and exports top garment
brands to the African markets. As
the company expands, it is expected
to employ more than 6,000 workers.

SEZs in development
While the SEZs are a work in
progress, Tanzania prime minister
Kassim Majaliwa recently directed
officials from six administrative
regions to work closely with the EPZA
to initiate the development of a SEZ
in their areas of jurisdiction. The
targeted regions which fall along the
Tanzania-Zambia Railway Authority
(TAZARA) include Morogoro, Iringa,
Mbeya and Songwe.
The Dar es Salaam corridor,

which is also referred to as the
TAZARA corridor, connects the Dar
es Salaam Port with the southern
and eastern highland by rail and the
Dar es Salaam-Tunduma Highway.

The corridor offers the shortest
distance between the Port of Dar es
Salaam, Zambia, Malawi and parts
of southern Tanzania.
Kenya, the regional economic

giant and manufacturing hub, has
also attracted investors through the
creation of SEZs. Recently, Chinese
firm, Guangdong New South Group
Ltd, signed a US$1.94bn deal with
the Kenyan government for the
construction of an industrial park at
Eldoret Special Economic Zone, in
the North Rift region. The project is
being established through a
partnership between the firm and
Africa’s Economic Zones Ltd.
The Africa Economic Zone (AEZ) is

the first privately owned special
economic zone in Kenya. The
investment is expected to create
over 40,000 direct jobs for the youth
and a further 150,000 indirect
opportunities. When in operation,
annual output from the industrial
park is expected to reach US$3bn.
North Rift is an agricultural

region, mainly in wheat and corn
production. Easy access to cheaply
available agricultural raw material
as well as the development of
industries away from populated

cities played a part in the deal.
Another industrial park is also

being constructed on the outskirts of
Nairobi at a cost of US$125mn. 
The Infinity Industrial Park will
accommodate 800-1000 small to
medium-scale industries. It will be
located on the Eastern Bypass that
connects Mombasa Road and Thika
Road with full access to the Jomo
Kenyatta International Airport.
“Industrial zones and parks are

enablers that will transform the way
the country does business. The
government is employing the public
private partnership model through
the Economic Zones Act 2015, which
allows a waiver of taxes on materials
used to construct industrial parks,”
said Adan Mohammed, cabinet
secretary for trade and cooperatives.
The park, which is set on 200 acres,
will be the second largest industrial
park on the eastern bypass after the
450-acre Tatu City. There will be a
police station, a modern shopping
mall and a fire station, as well as an
industrial space for SMEs.
“The park allows SMEs to locate

their operations as part of their 
long-term strategic plans. It allows
entrepreneurs to set up businesses
without worrying about necessary
infrastructure,” said Ashok Rupshi
Shah, the company’s chairman and
managing director.

Olkaria industrial park
The Kenya Electricity Generating
Company (Kengen) has partnered
with the Export Processing Zone
Authority (EPZA) to set up an
industrial park in Olkaria near
Naivasha, South Rift Valley.
Olkaria is at the heart of the

country’s geothermal power

Industrial parks are the future for 
East African business

FINANCE |  SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES

An employee of Bidco Africa Ltd. ferries cooking oil out of the manufacturing plant
warehouse for loading and shipping to the thousands of supermarkets across Kenya.
(Source: j_cadmus/flickr)
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projects, and Kengen plans to
attract heavy power consumers into
the industrial park. Already, 526ha
has been set aside for the industrial
park where firms will enjoy
subsidised power and other
incentives. The firm wants the park
to be recognised as a SEZ.
According to Albert Mugo, Kengen

CEO, Chinese investors plan to soon
set up a paper factory and a cotton
processing mill in the industrial park.
Kengen aims to increase its

geothermal plans and reach an
output of 844MW from this form of
renewable energy. To add value to
this geothermal potential, it is
building an industrial park in
Naivasha, a market town in Nakuru
County, Kenya.
It has established sauna facilities 
to target tourists visiting the 
Ol Karia region and well as the
South Rift Valley circuit, which
incorporates the Maasai Mara 

Game Reserve. To attract foreign
investors, Kenya’s national treasury
has proposed incentives in tax and
other equivalents.
Also, an amendment to the

Income Tax Act to allow 
enterprises licensed under a SEZ to
deduct 100 per cent of the
investment cost of building and
machinery has been proposed.
This will allow firms to recover

the cost of investing within the first
year of operation.
“I further propose to amend the

Miscellaneous Fees and Levies Act to
exempt from export duty and
Import Declaration Fees respectively
for goods exported to and imported
by an enterprise licensed under the
SEZ Act,” said Treasury cabinet
secretary Henry Rotich.
These measures, according to

Rotich, are meant to reduce the cost
of doing business, inspire foreign
direct investment, position Kenya as

a premier business hub and increase
employment opportunities.
The Treasury also proposed to

amend the Income Tax Act to
exempt tax on dividends payable to
non-residents by the enterprises
operating in SEZ to ensure they get a
good return for their investment.
Also another proposal is withholding
tax on interest payable to 
non-residents by SEZ enterprises
from 15 per cent to five per cent.

Tanzanian investors
In Tanzania, investors in the SEZs will
be allowed to bring in five people
through an automatic immigration
quota in the first five years. The
investor will own and operate the
facility as a business from ten to 30
years. Later, the facility will be
transferred to the government
under the Build, Operate and
Transfer arrangement in this 
Public-Private Partnership (PPP).

The expansion of the SEZs in
Tanzania has also led to further
infrastructural investment in these
regions. In Bagamoyo, the
government has already acquired
the land at a cost of US$75mn,
paving way for the development of a
free port, a satellite city and an
international airport. At least 3,000
ha has been set aside for homes,
hospitals, schools and entertainment
centres, according to the EPZA.
Another 6,000ha has been 
allocated to industrial centres and
commercial infrastructure with 500
ha for a free port and 1,000ha for an
airport. The Bagamoyo SEZ is
expected to attract firms involved in
value-added services. In Mtwara,
there will also be an industrial park.
Industrial data shows that firms

specialising in value-addition of
agricultural produce have been doing
well in investment under the EPZA in
the country in the last few years. �
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Backed up by a formidable finance industry developed over the past 50 years,
Jersey has seen significant growth in the natural resources and mining sector. 
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T
he economic and political
stability and strong
professional services

infrastructure in Jersey are
attracting natural resource and
mining firms from across the world. 
Over the last 20 years a growing

number of mining and international
oil and gas exploration and
production companies have
established offices on the island.
Today over 20 mining, natural
resources and ancillary businesses,
such as brokers and environmental
consultants are located in Jersey.
For executives of these

companies, Jersey offers the kind of
high calibre business support and
financial expertise not easily found
elsewhere, while its stability is
highly prized in the natural
resources sector, enabling
multinational and cross-border
companies to protect their global
assets and ensuring that their
international business strategies can
be rolled out effectively.
In fact, with cross-border business

being made increasingly complex by
multilateral regulatory initiatives
and geopolitical instability, Jersey’s
significant experience in
international business and finance
transactions together with its
esteemed regulatory standing –
being rated highly by the World

Bank, IMF and OECD – means that
interest in Jersey from natural
resource firms with global ambitions
is expected to rise in the future.

Positive links
Building strong, positive links with
Africa has been a priority for Jersey’s
government and industry for some
years now, and this is creating clear
benefits for Africa’s natural
resources community. 
In the 2014 Capital Economics

report ‘Jersey’s Value to Africa’,
found that extractive industry firms
with a presence in Jersey are
responsible for around £50bn of
investment into Africa through the
construction of mines, equipment
and related infrastructure. 
In addition, another report by

Capital Economics, ‘Jersey’s
Contribution to Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI)’, found that,
between 2003-2014, 18 greenfield
projects, largely in the mining sector,
were undertaken in Africa with Jersey
originated FDI, totalling US$4.9bn.
The clear indications are that

more and more natural resource
firms with operations in, or
connections with, Africa are
increasingly selecting Jersey as their
main European headquarters and
there are good sensible reasons for
doing so. For many executives, Jersey’s

simple and transparent corporate
and personal tax regimes, strong
regulatory framework, easy access to
financial and professional services
expertise, safe business environment
and stable pro-business government
put it at the top of the list. 
In addition, Jersey’s tax neutrality

means investments can be pooled
from all over the world to finance
mining projects in Africa efficiently,
without the complicated web of tax
agreements that some countries have
to rely on, while its legal framework
offers high levels of protection to
investors – vital in the natural
resources industry, where upfront
capital expenditure is significant and
operational risk is often high. 
We have also seen African natural

resource companies with European
expansion ambitions establish a
presence in Jersey due to its
geographical position, where time
zone differences are not an issue,
and its convenient position in
relation to major investment markets,
such as London. A Jersey hub has
enabled them to bring their business
closer to prospective customers and
investors and retain easy contact
with their operations in Africa. 

Straightforward solutions
In the current complex and uncertain
global market, executives of natural

resource firms will unsurprisingly be
looking for straightforward solutions
that can give them much needed
certainty as they roll out their growth
strategies. Jersey is very much
focused on meeting that need.
With natural resources forming

the bedrock of Africa’s economy,
accounting for around 77 per cent of
total exports and 42 per cent of
government revenues, the feeling is
that Jersey’s no-nonsense approach
to business and commitment to
providing high-quality 
cross-border services can continue
to provide an attractive proposition
to Africa’s growing and vital natural
resources community.
Therefore, Africa and Jersey are

well on their way to building
stronger relationships in the years
ahead and to give the continent’s
natural resources sector a prominent
platform to help it flourish.  �

Paul Burrows, inward investment
manager, Locate Jersey
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Jersey is positioned well to attract
global natural resource firms.

(Source: Locate Jersey)

Building positive links between
Jersey and Africa

Paul Barrows from Locate Jersey.
(Source: Locate Jersey)
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A report by the Economist Intelligence Unit examines how increased mobile usage is shaping the retail sector like
never before.
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N
igeria is best-placed to take
advantage of a growing 
e-commerce sector, according

to a new report by the Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU).

Increased smartphone usage and
an expanding middle-class
population are among the reasons
catapulting the nation ahead of its
sub-Saharan African peers.

The report shows Nigeria is in pole
position to take the lead in the
African e-commerce market due to
its business environment opportunity
potential, scoring 80.4 out of 100,
beating South Africa and Congo with
63.0 and 58.0 respectively.

“This is backed up by the plethora
of activity in the market, with
Nigeria the focal point for a
significant amount of e-commerce
growth in the region,” said Matthew
Kendall, who wrote the report. “The
country’s three main online retailers
– Jumia, Jiji and Konga – serve the
mass-market clientele.” 

theJumia.com shopping site,
dubbed the 'Amazon of Africa,'
operates in 11 African countries and
was the first company to surpass
US$1bn in market value on the
continent in February, 2016.
According to Jumia’s CEO, Juliet
Anammah, around 71 per cent of
the company’s Nigerian users access
the marketplace portal via their
mobile phones.

The number of active mobile
internet subscriptions in Nigeria
stood at 91.9mn, constituting one of
the highest rates of mobile internet
usage in the world, with the mobile
penetration rate set to rise from 103
per 100 to 122 per 100 by 2021.

The biggest hindrance to 
e-commerce growth in Nigeria is 
low PC penetration, but the

adoption of marketplace portals on
mobile phones has made up for low
PC usage.

South Africa provides a more
advanced mobile infrastructure,
higher mobile penetration rates and
a middle class wanting to engage in
online purchasing compared with
the rest of the continent, the report
showed. The mobile penetration rate
is forecast to rise from 171 per cent
to just under 197 per cent by 2021.

Kenya also showed signs of strong
e-commerce growth thanks to the
country’s 17mn users of the M-Pesa
mobile money system. Plus, the
26.8mn internet/data subscriptions
in the country of which the majority
were mobile data connections.

"Africa is leapfrogging the
traditional means of acquiring and
using technology,” Kendall added.

“In most markets, people get PCs for
their online transactions. But in
Africa, they are using smart phones
for all manner of means, including
retail, moving away from the
informal sector and giving Africans a
wider choice for retail purchasing."

He said the roll-out of 4G is
progressing. By mid 2016, 72 LTE
networks were in operation in 32
countries and anecdotally,
e-commerce is serving rural areas
relatively well. Overall e-commerce
sales are estimated to reach 
US$50-75bn per year within the next
five to 10 years.

Challenges remain
Despite Africa making strides in its
e-commerce efforts, there are a
number of hurdles to overcome. The
first is fear of fraud from African

consumers that will take time to
resolve. Many view demand for an
online payment as a scam. Equally,
there is a problem of connectivity
issues, along with most consumers
not owning a credit or debit card,
and preferring to pay cash for a
delivery. In addition, the ongoing
problem of a poor logistics network
and inadequate address records
heightens the chance of packages
getting lost while in transit. Nigeria’s
poor addressing system, for
example, means only 20 per cent of
its inhabitants receive mail at home. 

But the country’s postal service,
NIPOST, is trying to rectify this
problem and last month it
announced it would be adopting the
global addressing system,
what3words, to improve delivery
services. This will also prepare the
country for future e-commerce
growth. what3words, has divided
the world in 57 trillion 3m x 3m
squares, each with a unique three
word address. 

“We are very pleased to be
collaborating with what3words as an
addressing solution with huge
potential to unlock opportunities,”
said Bisi Adegbuyi, Nigeria’s
postmaster general. “Better
addressing is essential to NIPOST’s
agenda, which aims to transform,
innovate, and deliver more services
to people all over the country.” 
Young people make up 62 per cent
of Nigeria’s population, which is
reflected in the significant 70 per
cent increase in cross border
e-commerce in the country in 2016.

“With a rapidly growing
e-commerce ecosystem, Nigeria is a
very exciting country to be working
with,” said Chris Sheldrick, CEO and
co-founder of what3words. �

Nigeria on pole position to take advantage of
e-commerce growth

TECHNOLOGY |  E-COMMERCE

Every home in Nigeria now has a three word address, which will boost e-commerce
growth in the country. (Source: what3words Ltd) 
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T
he global payments ecosystem
has changed beyond
recognition in recent years as

digital solutions have flooded the
market and transformed how
consumers pay for goods.
Online, mobile and contactless

cards are now a firm part of the
mainstream consciousness and will
continue to play a prominent role in
the future of payments. According to
analyst firm Juniper Research,
nearly three billion users will access
retail banking services via
smartphones, tablets, PCs and
smartwatches by 2021, up by 53 per
cent from this year.
Competition continues to heat up

in the mobile payments space. Just a
few years ago, Apple was the only
major mobile wallet available on
the market. Today it faces growing
competition from Google and
Samsung as well as a plethora of big
brands from American Express,
Mastercard and Paypal to Walmart
and Vodafone. Enormous growth is
still expected to come – mobile
payments are estimated to triple
over the next five years, growing to
US$148bn by 2021, according to
research and advisory firm Forrester.  
The fintech start-up scene has

also played an exciting role in
disrupting the global payments
industry. A loosening of regulations
in countries, such as the UK, has
allowed a new generation of
challenger banks to emerge on the
market. Untarnished by the global

financial crisis and free from legacy
IT systems, many are exploring an
open banking model that allows
third party developers to create apps
and services around a financial
institution. From payments security
and mobile point of sale (mPOS)
through to digital remittances, app-
based innovation is also creeping
into many other areas of banking.

Keeping ahead 
of innovation 
Liquid Telecom is leading the way
with innovation in the payments
space in Africa through its subsidiary
Liquid Telecom Payments Solutions. 
With over 20 years of experience

in the African payments market,
Liquid Telecom Payment Solutions
today provides end-to-end solutions
tailored for businesses of all sizes in
Africa’s financial and retail sectors.
As well as offering the latest 

state-of-the-art mobile, in-store
point of sale (POS) terminals, Liquid
Telecom Payment Solutions can also
provide integrated tills and 
fully-servicing ATM machines.
Following a customer transaction,
Liquid Telecom is then able to offer
behind the scenes support –
including transaction processing and
comprehensive financial reporting.
This could support, for example, a
large bank looking to improve client
identification and transaction
processing, or a small business
looking to efficiently manage its
cash flow.

In the last year, Liquid Telecom
Payments Solutions has introduced
a new white label product that
enables businesses to integrate
wallet programmes and services.
Mobile Financial System Platform is
helping African businesses create a
new ecosystem of collaborative
mobile financial services. 

A technological leap 
Now Liquid Telecom Payment
Solutions is looking to support
businesses further with their
payment solutions needs by
bringing an innovative payment
terminal solution to select markets
across Africa for the first time. 
As one of the leading and most

innovative global payment terminal
solutions supplier in the world, PAX
Technology has enjoyed sustained
success in recent years and is today
driving demand for Android-based
point of sale terminals. With more
than 17 million PAX terminals
deployed in over 100 countries,
Liquid Telecom Payment Solutions is
now exclusively offering the PAX
terminal range to African businesses
of all sizes. 
Like the technological leap to

smartphones, the move to a smart
POS terminal brings with it access to
a vast selection of apps that can
help businesses drive efficiencies
and save costs. 
Smart POS terminals, such as the

PAX A920 mobile tablet and E-Series
portfolio of new generation cash

registers, present businesses with a
variety of value added services,
which are unavailable on traditional
POS terminals. Customer rating apps,
for example, enable consumers to
rate the level of service when paying
for a bill, while app-based
communications between call
centres and merchants can reduce
the cost of calls for businesses.
Through the PAXSTORE, an

appstore platform on Amazon Web
Services, banks can create their own
independent marketplace for
merchants to download their apps.
This offers banks potential new
revenue streams from distribution
of apps, while merchants receive
enhanced functionality and a more
user-friendly payment terminal.
Android smartphones played a

major role in the meteoric rise of
mobile payments in China. The
country leads the world when it
comes to mobile payments, thanks
in part to the success of mobile
money systems from Alibaba and
Tencent; best known for its social
media platform WeChat. This in turn
led to an increase in demand for 
Android-based terminals to support
these Android-based e-wallets. 
While new mobile payment

systems are emerging thick and fast
across Africa, the region is yet to
unlock the potential of mobile
payments on a scale seen in China. 
A more advanced and open
payment ecosystem looks set to
change that soon. �
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Digital innovation has transformed the way consumers pay for goods
worldwide. Liquid Telecom Payments Solutions looks at why it is important for
African businesses to remain ahead with the latest payment solution trends.

Smarter banking solutions for Africa 

Liquid Telecom Payment Solutions provides
end-to-end solutions for businesses of all

sizes in Africa’s financial and retail sectors.
(Source: Liquid Telecom)
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Payment solutions. Whether you’re a fi nancial 
institution, mobile money operator, retailer or 
merchant, biller or revenue collection agent, or 
a system aggregator, they’re a necessity. But 
Liquid Telecom Payment Solutions can turn 
them into your business advantage.

We provide end-to-end solutions that start at the very
moment of transaction – from the ATM, mobile, in-store 
POS terminal or integrated till system in retail outlets – 
and include everything from transaction processing to 
comprehensive reporting.

Unlike using multiple suppliers to provide your hardware, 
software, networking and support, you get one point of 
contact that does it all - for a more responsive, reliable and 
secure solution, no matter the size of your business.

The result is you spend less time and effort looking after 
payment solutions in your business and more time doing 
what you do best: growing it.

Contact us to discuss your needs on +263 8677 033 033
or email ltpssales@liquidtelecom.com

We take care of payments,
so you can take care of business.

www.liquidtelecom.com/payments

            17:43
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The people behind one of the fastest growing off-grid solar companies in
Africa have said that the mobile solar revolution will transform Nigeria’s
small-business economy.

Access to power is a major constraint for Nigeria’s SMEs, and thousands
are now using the Lumos Mobile Electricity service.

Rolled out in partnership with mobile telecom firm, MTN, the Y’ello Box
provides customers with reliable, clean, and affordable solar electricity.

Lumos Nigeria CEO Yuri
Tsitrinbaum believes the
availability of solar solutions
will play an essential role in
efforts to bridge the nation’s
electricity supply gap.

Tsitrinbaum said: “We are
witnessing a power
revolution in Nigeria. Our
everyday lives demand more
access to electricity, and we
need to meet that demand
for businesses to grow. If we are to meet the true potential of the thriving
business community here, access to power must follow the path of the
mobile revolution. Today, Lumos is already providing clean and affordable
solar power to more than 200,000 people, many of whom are businesses
and residents. By the end of the year, Lumos aims to provide one million
Nigerians with reliable, clean and affordable electricity”.

Off-grid solar will transform
business in Nigeria

Power Africa, a US government-led initiative to double access to
electricity in sub-Saharan Africa, has released its annual report.
The initiative consists of more than 150 public and private sector partners,
which have collectively committed more than US$54bn towards
achieving Power Africa's goals. It is among the world's largest 
public-private partnerships in development history.

The 2017 report
highlights how Power
Africa continues to lay
the foundation for
sustainable economic
growth in Africa while
creating opportunities
for American businesses
as it makes progress
towards its goals of
increasing installed
generation capacity by

30,000MW and adding 60 million new electricity connections by 2030.
Since its inception, Power Africa has facilitated the financial close of
power transactions expected to generate more than 7,200MW of power
in sub-Saharan Africa. The 80 Power Africa transactions that have
concluded financing agreements are valued at more than US$14.5bn, and
Power Africa projects have generated more than US$500mn in US
exports. In addition, Power Africa has facilitated more than 10 million
electrical connections, which have brought electricity to more than 50
million people for the first time.

POWER AFRICA RELEASES 
ANNUAL REPORT

LUX* Resorts & Hotels
has implemented 130
solar panels and
batteries to substitute
diesel-based power
generation on the Ile des
Deux Cocos, an island
resort in Mauritius.

The 20kWp project’s 
state-of-the-art design
and storage solution will provide 11 hours of power daily.

The latest development demonstrates the hotel group’s environmental
sustainability goals via its Tread Lightly programme.

Vishnee Payen, sustainability & CSR manager of LUX* Resorts &
Hotels, said,“LUX* ensures to have sustainable development at the core
of its strategy and operations. The Tread Lightly initiative helps to
contribute to local and global goals, such as energy efficiency and
reduction in carbon emissions. We are dependent on the environment
and it is our duty to protect it for ourselves and for future generations to
come. This can only be achieved through tangible projects
implementations and responsible resource consumption. LUX* will
continue its journey towards renewable energy solutions and eco-
products as far as possible and at the same time contributing to the
economy and supporting communities.”

LUX* IMPLEMENTS 100 PER CENT RENEWABLE
ENERGY PROJECT ON ILE DES DEUX COCOS 
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Installation of Ile Deux Cocos solar panels
(Source: Aera Group)

A power revolution is taking place in Nigeria.
(Source: Lumos Global)

Eighty Power Africa transactions are valued at
US$14.5bn. (Source: Adobe Stock)
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A
frica, the second largest
continent in the world, is
home to abundant natural

wealth. Be it dense forest cover, vast
grasslands, rich wild life, having the
world’s largest desert, the Sahara, or
enormous bodies of water; Africa has
it all. There are 73 major rivers and
lakes, 1,300 small lakes, 13 major
river basins and 104 small river
basins across Africa. The most
prominent rivers across the continent
include the Blue Nile, the White Nile,
the Limpopo and the Niger among
others, and major lakes, such as Lake
Chad and Lake Victoria.

However, in spite of having such
abundant water resources, the
majority of available water goes to
waste or remains unused due to the
lack of favourable infrastructure to
channel water to the required
regions. As a result, many African
countries have been facing the
severe problem of water
insufficiency for many years,
especially in agriculture.
Agriculture is the main economic
sector in most African countries,

contributing 35 per cent of the
continent’s GDP.

Kirloskar, the largest
manufacturer and exporter of
pumps in India, says it is among the
major trusted brand names across
the continent. The company has
been working with a large number
of government projects to meet
Africa’s water and food needs. Over
the last few decades, the company
has been associated with a large
number of African government
initiatives, by supplying pumps to
small and large agriculture projects
as well as those related to lift
irrigation. Kirloskar has the
in–house capabilities to
manufacture pumps, according to
any project’s requirements.

In Egypt, for the past three
decades, over 100,000 Kirloskar
pumpsets have been irrigating
around 200,000 ha of desert land
along the River Nile. A total of 40
pumping stations with Kirloskar
pumpsets have been responsible for
the reclamation of 150,000 acres of
desert land for agriculture. No

wonder, in Egypt, pumps are called
Kirloskar. Over the years, some of
the major projects executed by
Kirloskar in the country include the
installation of vertical turbine
pumps at Wadi Al Sheeh dam,
commissioning mixed flow pumps
for sewage application at Faiyad and
the company’s association with the
Tahdy ‘C’ Pumping Station Project.

Similarly, Kirloskar has installed a
large number of pumps in some of
the major pumping stations in
Senegal, South Africa, Angola,
Zimbabwe, Ghana, Sudan, Ethiopia,
Zambia and Lesotho. Kirloskar
played an integral role in
transforming Senegal from being a
drought-prone nation suffering from
a severe water and food crisis into a
completely self-sufficient one by
irrigating cultivable land in the
country. In Ghana, the Kirloskar
pumpsets have been installed across
six pumping stations in the country
as part of a collaboration with
Ghana's Ministry of Food and
Agriculture. The company also has
been involved with the design,

engineering, manufacture and
supply of its exclusive range of
diesel engine and electric motor
driven pumpsets to Angola's
Ministry of Agriculture and 
Rural Development.

These are among the few major
projects executed by Kirloskar so far.
The company already has
manufacturing facilities in South
Africa and Egypt where its
technically qualified engineering
team takes care of service, operation
and maintenance of pumps installed
at various sites.
Kirloskar believes that water is life,
and conserving and directing it in
the right area to avoid its wastage is
essential. Kirloskar is committed to
continuous innovation, providing
world-class product quality and
customer service anytime,
anywhere. The company’s
philosophy of triple A (AAA), i.e.
Adaptable, Affordable and
Appropriate solutions, is the
essential basis of its partnership that
extends across various continents,
organisations and customers.  �
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Kirloskar has installed a large number of pumps to major pumping stations across the continent.

Agriculture contributes 35 per cent
of the continent’s GDP. 

(Source: Kirloskar)

Partnering with Africa to 
attain food and water sufficiency
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I
nstead of using dangerous
candles and kerosene lanterns to
light homes, Fenix International

has designed an unique solar home
system to revolutionise the lives of
rural Zambians living off-grid.

Fenix International has already
successfully rolled-out ReadyPay
Power in Uganda in partnership
with MTN, Africa’s largest telecom
firm. More than 120,000 people are
using Fenix International’s pay-to-
own solar product to light homes
and power small businesses.

Now Fenix International has
received backing from the Swedish

Embassy in Zambia and USAid,
contributing US$3mn and
US$750,000 respectively, to reach
850,000 rural Zambians by 2020. 

Around 15 million Zambians live
without access to the electrical grid,
representing 80 per cent of the 
total population. 

Chris Bagnall, chief marketing
officer at Fenix International said,
“We definitely think we can scale
well beyond one million people in
the next three or four years. We
have learnt a lot from our
experience in Uganda and feel
confident now by producing strong

Customers are happy with Fenix
International’s solar system.
(Source: Fenix International)
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Fenix International to launch off-grid solar to 
one million Zambians 

POWER |  SOLAR
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product. With our vast mobile money footprint
we have  potential for growth as consumers want
power.”

According to Fenix International, the market
has been flooded with low quality solar products
in the past, which do not offer a
high-quality after-sale service or customer
experience like their company provides.

“With MTN, we have been able to go with a
trusted brand, which reduces the risk for the
customer to have that reassurance, so that’s a big
benefit to us,” added Bagnall. �
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results here that we can expand into Zambia.”
Fenix International has a call centre in

Uganda, operated by 130 people ten hours a
day, speaking 25 different languages. A call
centre is planned to open in Lusaka, Zambia
to serve the new market.

How it works
ReadyPay Power is a pay-to-own solar home
system designed and manufactured by Fenix
International. It provides power to households
and small businesses that the grid has failed
to reach. Customers make instalments from as
little as 20 cents per day – the equivalent
spending cost on kerosene – via MTN Mobile
Money, which in turn, can help them build up
a credit score to gain access to additional
financial services.

Bagnall said, “To develop a credit score for
someone who lives off-grid with limited access
to financial institutions, allows us to start
offering additional products and services to
people to change their lives for the better,
such as having more solar panels and
educational loans. The biggest economic
shock our customers have, is the quarterly
school fees coming in, and we want to be able
to help customers handle that expense in a
way that is affordable to them.”

Fenix International has its eye on
expanding into bigger African markets in 
the future.

“We are speaking to MTN where they want
to go,” Bagnall continued. “They have seen the
results that have been generated in Uganda
and are keen for us to go in and help create
that kind of catalyst of mobile money in new
countries, such as Ghana and Nigeria.” 

“My colleagues in Uganda have been blown
away by the growth they’ve witnessed with the 
ReadyPay system,” said Wane Ngambi, head of
Mobile Financial Services, MTN Zambia.

“In the past, MTN was focused on voice, and
then data. We’ve been working on unlocking
the potential of MTN Mobile Money for many
rural consumers who have gone without access
to basic financial services for far too long.”

MTN has 22 operations across Africa
including in Côte d'Ivoire, Cameroon and
Rwanda. Ngambi said, “I run the Mobile
Money sales teams and more than 7,000
Mobile Money agents in Zambia through the
MTN distribution network. We hope to
replicate the Uganda ready pay success here
in Zambia.”

He said solutions like from Fenix
International speak to the financially excluded
and those who are off-grid. “Both are catalysts
that drive the adoption and sale of the

The aim is to reach one million Zambians with the
ReadyPay Power system. (Source: Fenix International)
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An ambitious hydro-electric power plant  is set to
benefit more than a quarter of Angola’s population. 
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A
ngola’s largest and most powerful transformer has been installed
between the provinces of Cuanza Norte and Malanje. Laúca
Hydroelectric Power Plan is part of a seven-transformer programme

that is set to revolutionise access to energy. Once it becomes operational, it
will be able to drain the energy produced in the first generating set of the
dam. This will, in turn, provide power to more than 8 mn people in Angola
and aid development in multiple regions. It will have a production
capacity of 2,070 MW.

Portuguese company, Efacec has constructed the plant. Work started on
the project in 2012 and it is attached to the third dam under construction
in the Kwanza river bed.

This power transformer, a split-phase solution, was produced at Efacec's
plant in Arroteia, Portugal, for Andritz Hydro, has a power output of 371
MVA and voltage levels of 400/ 18 kV. This solution developed by Efacec,
with separate shipment of the transformer's phases, allowed a successful
transport of this large equipment to places hard to reach by road
transport. Efacec's local team ensured the follow-up of the machine, from
its arrival in the port of Luanda to Laúca, as well as all the assembly, filling,
testing and start-up assistance operations.

Efacec, in conjunction with China Tiesiju Civil Engineering Group (CTCE),
has also supplied Angola’s national electrical distribution service with a
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) operation dispatch at the
central region of the country. 

This system constitutes a complete communicating and integrated
solution with the existing ENDE SCADA system. It uses inter-control centre
comunications protocol, also supplied by Efacec, in Luanda. This has
established a nationwide system aimed at helping meet the electric power
distribution needs in Angola. �

Hydropower to reach
8mn people in Angola 

Access to energy is essential for Angola’s development. (Source: jbdodane/Flickr)

NEWS | POWER
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Intelligent soil
compaction

BRIEFS

The Economic Commission for Africa
(ECA) hosted a summit on
transboundary infrastructure in Africa
and how the private sector can get
involved on 24 August in Lagos
Nigeria. The discussions took place at
the Annual Conference of the Nigerian
Bar Association and included top law
firms, such as Pinsent Masons.

Private infrastructure
investment 

The government of Mauritius
has announced it will construct
a second passenger terminal to
improve connectivity in the
transport sector.

Prime Minister Pravind
Kumar Jugnauth made the
announcement during a
ceremony to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of Air Mauritius on
11 August.

Work on the new terminal is
due to start in 2019 and be
completed by 2020.

Air Mauritius aims to
support government policies in
terms of connecting with the
rest of the world and
improving the development of
the tourism industry.

Jugnauth said that the
company will be renewing its fleet with the acquisition of two new airbuses A350, one by the end of
October 2017, and the other by the end of November 2017. The company will have six additional
airbuses in the next five years.

Somas Appavou, CEO of Air Mauritius, said the main challenge of the company was transforming its
capacity from being a national carrier to the leading airline in Africa.

The company has launched the Air Mauritius Foundation to promote arts and culture, conserve the
country’s natural heritage and environment, and empower young people to contribute to the
development of sports and education.

The African Development Bank Group (AfDB)
has debarred Chongqing International
Construction Corporation (CICO) after the
firm was involved in fraudulent practices in
Uganda four years ago.

The bank announced the debarment on
22 August for 12 months. 

An investigation conducted by the AfDB’s
Office of Integrity and Anti-Corruption
established that CICO engaged in a
fraudulent practice during a 2013 bidding
process on a road project in Uganda.

In order to meet tender pre-qualification
requirements, the company inflated its
purported experience with similar projects,
grossly overstating both the scope and the
value of contracts it had supposedly
successfully completed in the past. 

One previous contract, for a road of
4.4km, was falsely presented as having been
68km in length; similarly, the value of a
reference contract was erroneously inflated
from US$17.5mn to US$79mn to meet pre-
qualification criteria.

“It is the duty of the African Development
Bank to ensure that the funds it receives
from donors are used exclusively to further
the socio-economic development of the
institution’s regional member countries,”
said Bubacarr Sankareh of the Office of
Integrity and Anti-Corruption. “CICO will
therefore remain debarred until the bank is
assured that it is not putting funds at risk by
doing business with this company.” 

The bank said that upon expiry of the
debarment period, CICO will be released
provided that the company adopts and
implements “a comprehensive integrity
compliance programme” that meets the
AfDB’s standards. 

The bank added that it would verify the
adequacy of any compliance framework
prior to any release decision.

Mauritius to get 
second passenger terminal by 2020

CHONGQING DEBARRED FOR
FRAUDULENT PRACTICES 
BY BANK

New analysis shows that the construction sector in South Africa is suffering amid the country’s wider
economic turmoil, although there is upward pressure in tender pricing.
MMQSMace, a leading cost consultancy business, and Stellenbosch University’s Bureau for Economic

Research (BER) have forecast a South African construction tender price growth of 7.4 per cent for 2017,
including 5.3 per cent inflation, and an 8.8 per cent increase in 2018, including 5.1 per cent inflation.
Optimism in the sector is low, however, with respondents to the analysis reporting negative confidence

levels not seen since the 2008/9 economic downturn. 
“We’re seeing a strong rise in tender prices in South Africa in 2017 driven by input price growth and

inflation here compared to other markets,” said Mandla Mlangeni, director of MMQSMace. 
“A lack of business confidence and an uncertain political and economic outlook has led to a stagnation in
investment across both the commercial office and residential sectors this year, with increasing reliance on
the planned infrastructure pipeline for our forecast of an improved outlook in 2018.”

TENDER PRICES UP IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Second passenger
terminal in Mauritius
to be built by 2020.
(Source: Adobe
Stock)
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Bomag can equip any of its single drum
roller. (Source: Bomag)

ECA holds a summit to encourage private sector in
Africa. (Source: Adobe Stock)
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Compaction specialist Bomag is now
able to equip any of its single drum
roller models worldwide with its
Economizer concept. The Bomag
Economizer measures the level of
compaction and displays the result to
users in a simple, easy-to-
understand manner. Available as an
optional extra or retrofit kit.
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T
he Zambian government has rolled out an
extensive road development programme
across the country.

Surrounded by eight countries, Zambia
prides itself as ’land-linked’ instead of 
‘land-locked’ thanks to an ambitious road
infrastructure programme taking place in 10
provinces.

For many years, lack of easy access to the
coast has been seen as a bottleneck in trade
facilitation. With the massive construction of
infrastructure underway, Zambia’s unique
position is no longer a huge challenge for trade.

The latest transport policy on the drawing
board seeks to transform the country into a
regional transport hub, placing Zambia ahead
to reap from abundant business opportunities.

Transport and communication minister,
Brian Mushimba said, “Zambia ought to exploit
its geographical vantage point by creating a
regional hub suitable for all forms of
investment, considering the fact that its

centrality taps into COMESA, SADC and the Great
Lakes region which account for more than 600
million people. Now, that is a ready market for
all sorts of business in the area.”

Since 2011, the country has seen massive
road infrastructure development initiatives,
such as the Link-Zambia 8000, Pave Zambia
2000, L400 (Lusaka) and the C400 (Copperbelt).

The accelerated road construction and
rehabilitation programme has created more
than 6,000 job opportunities, led to a reduction
in vehicle maintenance costs and travel times,
as well as created economic hubs in the
outlying area of the country, according to the
ministry of finance. Last November, Finance
minister, Felix Mutati told parliament in his
2017 National Budget, said, “Emphasis will be
on the construction of roads that support
economic growth and foster regional trade.
These include the Chingola-Solwezi, Kitwe-
Chingola dual carriageway, Lusaka-Chirundu
Link 4, Mpika-Chinsali, Chinsali-Nakonde and
Solwezi-Kipushi.K8.6 billion has been allocated
to the sector compared to K6.6 billion in the
previous budget, representing a 30 percent
increase. The allocation represents 13 per cent
of the total budget (K64.5bn).

In 2016, the 34km Mongu-Kalabo road, valued
at US$286.9mn was commissioned, the most
expensive road in the history of the country. This
road has the potential to enhance trade between
Zambia and its western neighbour, Angola. This is
expected to receive a further boost when the
Kalabo-Sikongo road is tarmacked, which will
feed into this road.

“There is a lot of potential for trade between
Angola and Zambia via Sikongo. We are hopeful
that with the delivery of this project, trade and

Zambia ought to exploit
its geographical
vantage point by
creating a regional hub
suitable for all forms of
investment ”
TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION
MINISTER, BRIAN MUSHIMBA

CONSTRUCTION | ROADS

Since 2011, the country has embarked on a road infrastructure
development programme that has created more than 6,000 jobs. Nawa
Mutumweno reports.

Zambia road programme to
increase trade opportunities
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other business opportunities will be
enhanced,’’ said Loyce Saili, the
Road Development Agency (RDA)
spokesman. In the western part of
the country, President Lungu
launched the K108mn Sioma Bridge,
which was the missing link on the
Sesheke-Senanga road. This will
provide a direct link to Namibia and
consequently, to the port of
Walvis Bay.

Public Private Partnerships
(PPPs)
In order to ease pressure on the
Treasury in financing road projects,
the government will upscale the
utilisation of the Public Private
Partnership (PPP) arrangement. The
upgrading of Lusaka-Ndola and
Ndola-Kasumbalesa roads to dual
carriageways will be undertaken
under the PPP model. Further, the
Kasomeno-Mwenda road,
connecting Zambia to the

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
will also be upgraded under the
same framework.

“All these roads we are
constructing are strategic links to
open Zambia to more opportunities
and trade with her neighbours,’’
President Lungu said.

Bridges
The major bridge project under
construction is the Kazungula Bridge
on the Zambezi River which, when
completed, will substantially
enhance trade within the southern
corridor. The government has also
embarked on strengthening the
Kafue Hook Bridge on the Lusaka-

Mongu road to enhance trade with
Angola. To facilitate sustainable
financing in the road sector, the
government has launched the
National Road Tolling Programme,
which seeks to accelerate the
construction of toll sites across the
country to boost the revenue
generation capacity. 

Other transport initiatives 
Railways: The government has
started developing the 388.8km 
Chipata-Petauke-Serenje railway
which will link the country to two
regional corridors – Dar es Salaam
and Nacala. In September 2016, the
government signed an engineering

and procurement construction (EPC)
contract for US$2.3bn with China
Civil Engineering Construction
Corporation (CCECC). 
Maritime: There are plans to
establish an inland water transport
authority to steer the water
transport development agenda with
Mpulungu Port undergoing a
modernisation programme through
an infrastructure upgrade. Upon
completion, the facility will see
increased volumes of trade and
accommodate bigger transport
vessels to carry people and goods in
the Great Lakes region. Zambia in
partnership with Angola, is also
setting up the US$40mn.
Shangombo-Rivungo Canal project
which aims to boost trade between
the two countries.
Aviation: Plans are afoot to 
re-establish the national airline with
partners willing to offer favourable
terms and conditions. �
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Road infrastructure development initiatives

Project Cost

Link Zambia 8000 K31.42bn

Pave Zambia 2000 K1.6bn

L400 US$348mn

C400 US$493mn
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F
or the construction of a
concrete roadway to connect
the towns of Itori and Ibese in

the Nigerian state of Ogun, 
AG-Dangote Construction Company
Limited utilised the Wirtgen’s SP 500
slipform paver. 
To ensure the success of the work,
the contractor, a joint venture
between the Brazilian company
Andrade Gutierrez Company and
Dangote Group from Nigeria,
relied on the cost-efficiency and
precision of the slipform paver
inset application.

Operating principle of 
inset method
In inset application, the concrete is
either deposited right in front of the
slipform paver or is fed in front of
the machine from the side via a belt
conveyor or side feeder. In the next

step, the concrete is distributed
evenly across the full paving width
by a spreading plough. Integrated
electrical or hydraulic vibrators
ensure homogeneous compaction of
the concrete. The inset mold forms
the concrete slab to the specified
thickness and width while the
slipform paver advances. In
addition, a dowel bar inserter can
be integrated into the concrete as
specified parallel to the paver’s
direction of travel. Central tie bars
or side tie bars can be inserted
transverse to the concrete
pavement. The surface is levelled off
transverse to the paver’s direction of
travel by the finishing beam. The
grinding movement produces a
small concrete roll in front of the
beam which enhances the high
quality of the concrete surface. In
the next step, a super smoother,

oscillating in a combination of
lateral and longitudinal
movements, ensures the final
surface accuracy. Wirtgen texture
curing machines such as the TCM 95
or TCM 180 then create the desired
surface structure, applying a
dispersion to the concrete surface
which prevents the surface and
edges from drying too quickly.

Longest concrete road 
in Nigeria 
Before the slipform paver, which
can pave concrete pavements in
widths of up to 6.0m and
thicknesses of up to 400m as
standard, was able to begin work in
Itori, the substrate first had to be
prepared. The construction
company used compacted laterite
and a 20cm layer of crushed rock.
“The SP 500 then paved the concrete

quickly and cost-efficiently. At the
same time, it also helps us ensure
that our production quality meets
the specifications for surface
evenness," explains Ashif Juma,
managing director of AG-Dangote
Construction Company Limited. The
SP 500 laid down the new 
7.50m-wide and 20cm-thick
roadway in two separate passes.
Extending over 24km, the new road
is the longest uninterrupted stretch
of concrete roadway in Nigeria. 

From raw material to
building material – Wirtgen
surface miners to begin the
process chain
To continuously provide the
concrete paver with sufficient
material, a steady convoy of up to
15 concrete-mixing trucks drove to
the job site, depositing their loads

A concrete roadway between the towns of Itori and Ibese in the Nigerian state of Ogun, 
AG-Dangote Construction Company Limited was facilitated by technology offered by Wirtgen’s SP 500 
slipform paver.
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Wirtgen slipform paver SP 500 
paves concrete in southwest Nigeria

CONSTRUCTION |  CONCRETE

The truck deposits the concrete directly in front of
the machine, the spreading plough of the Wirtgen

slipform paver subsequently distributes the
concrete across the entire paving width between

the crawler tracks. (Source: Wirtgen) 
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directly in front of the machine.
However, before concrete can be
paved, it must first be produced.
The production chain begins with
limestone mining. This mineral is
one of the raw materials used in
cement, which forms the basis of
concrete. The Dangote Group
extracts limestone from its open-cast
mine in Ibese, where the Dangote
Cement Company operates 14
Wirtgen surface miners of the type
2500 SM. The Dangote Group not
only uses road construction
machinery from the Wirtgen Group's
road technologies business sector,
but also the innovations offered by
its mineral technologies sector.
Wirtgen surface miners cut, crush
and load the rock in one single
operation. The rock is broken down
during the extraction process into
grain sizes that are suitable for belt
conveyors, making use of a crusher.
This saves time and reduces the

costs of the entire mining process.
Wirtgen had already supported the
Dangote Group before operations at
the Ibese mine began with
machinery and the production
process planning and training for
the specialists on site. This
partnership has endured for more
than 15 years. It stood to reason that
AG-Dangote Construction Company
Limited would opt to use Wirtgen
technology for the road construction
project between Itori and Ibese. 

Slipform paver delivers
precision paving results
“The SP 500 not only ensured that
construction project processing went
off without a hitch, but also
produced a paving result that
impressed both us and the client.
We processed more than 35,000m³
of concrete using the Wirtgen
slipform paver, and produced a 
very even surface,” says Juma.

Precision and reliability are the
hallmarks of the SP 500. And this
also applies to the new generation
of slipform payers in Wirtgen's new
SP 60 Series, which comprises the
SP 61/SP 61i, SP 62/SP 62i and SP
64/SP 64i models. The SP 60 Series
is set to replace the globally
successful SP 500 model and offers
a wide range of options to meet the
demands of inset and offset paving
– including hydraulic vibrators.

For example, the side tie bar
inserter, which in Nigeria inserted
12 mm-diameter tie bars into the
sides of the pre-compacted
concrete to securely connect the
two adjacent roadways, can be
selected as an equipment option
with the SP 64/SP 64i. The new
generation of slipform pavers
combines the application diversity
of the SP 500 Series with the state-
of-the-art technologies of the
next-larger SP 90 Series.

AG-Dangote expands its
Wirtgen fleet 
Work on the 24km concrete roadway
was completed after six months of
construction. After completion of the
paving work, a concrete cutting
machine cut slits at right-angles into
the road surface at intervals of 3.65m
so that the resulting joints could be
filled with expandable material.
These pre-determined breaking
points prevent potential tension
cracks. “With professional maintenance,
this will ensure that the roadway lasts
for at least 40 years," says Juma.
Thrilled with the successful outcome
of the project, the managing director
also decided to acquire additional
concrete equipment from Wirtgen.
AG-Dangote Construction Company
Limited has expanded its fleet of road
construction machines, purchasing
two of the last SP 500 pavers
produced, along with a TCM 95
texture curing machine. �
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Layher is committed to ensuring safety and efficiency.
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F
or more than 40 years, Layher
Allround Scaffolding has been
an investment in an

optimised, complete system in steel
or aluminium, or even as the
lightweight generation. Layher
Allround Scaffolding  ensures quick
assembly thanks to weight reduction
and a self-securing AutoLock
function, and permits optimum
adaption to the respective local
circumstances. 

Components include standard,
ledger, diagonal brace and deck
from the basic application to almost
limitless usage. And there are many
additional parts for special solutions
within the system; all steel
components are hot-dip galvanised,
and hence durable and practically
maintenance-free; the use of tubes
with a 48.3mm outer diameter
permits combination and extension
using traditional tube and coupler
scaffolding at any time.

Wood-free solutions with 
reduced fire risk
A requirement frequently expressed
for scaffolding in industrial plants is
a reduction of fire risk. This rules
out wooden components due to
their high flammability. In
particular, in scaffolding decks, the
associated gap solutions and toe
boards as components of the three-
part side protection, wood or
plywood is however, still frequently
being used as a working material.
Layher, by contrast, offers a wide
range of products for alternative
solutions. These include system
decks and toe boards made of steel
or aluminium, and also matching
gap solutions.

Scaffolding decks of steel
and aluminium
For a safer stance, Layher has the
right deck for every requirement.

The deck doubles as a work surface
and as reliable bracing for the
scaffolding. In addition to classic
plywood decks and the latest plastic
decks, customers can also choose
components of hot-dip galvanised
steel, aluminium or a combination
of the two. High standards for
quality and workmanship ensure
more safety when working plus a
long service life – weight
optimisation, accurate fit plus rapid
installation and removal using 
the proven Layher claw means
easier handling.

Out of the extensive Layher range,
it is the sturdy Layher steel deck,
which is the strongest variant for
scaffolding to be free of fire risk.
Depending on the bay length, the
system deck can attain up to load
class 6. It is impossible to fall
through it, making it suitable in
brick guards too. The perforated
surface not only ensures a sure
footing, but also reduces the weight.
That makes it easier to handle. The
Stalu deck is the lightweight
alternative to the steel deck. The
aluminium hollow-box section has a
high stiffness yet a very low weight
plus a high load-bearing capacity.
Like the steel deck, the Stalu deck
too meets the requirements for 
fall-through-preventing decks in
brick guards. The closed deck
surface is grooved for greater slip

resistance. Ergonomic carrying
handles on the deck underside
simplify its handling, while the low
stacking height of just 54mm
facilitates storage and transport.

Toe boards of steel and
aluminium
European standard EN 12811 specifies
complete side protection on every
work level. The side protection is
designed in three-parts; a top
guardrail, an intermediate rail and a
toe board. The toe board, firstly,
prevents people on the scaffolding
from slipping off, and secondly
protects the surroundings from falling
objects. To complete fire-risk-free
scaffolding, toe boards of steel or
aluminium are available. Fastening is
quick and easy thanks to locking with
the Allround wedge. They are
available in all Layher system lengths.

Gap solutions
The various system lengths and
widths of the Layher scaffolding
decks permit optimum decking of
all bay lengths and widths. If factors
at the site result in gaps, Layher
offers a range of industrial solutions
to close these gaps, and they can be
used individually – depending on
site safety requirements as well as
statutory requirements. One
economical and safer solution to
close gaps is the telescopic gap deck.

It can be adapted quickly and
flexibly to all gap dimensions from
40 to 255mm. For compliance with
the appropriate regulations,
scaffolding levels can be covered
using a single deck to provide a 
gap-free and non-trip working
surface at all times – regardless of
the bay width and deck laying
variant. Layher can supply gap
ledgers, gap sheets and steel planks.

Easy and efficient planning
Time and material are crucial
factors in scaffolding construction.
To allow the most efficient use of
both, Layher now has the practical
LayPLAN scaffolding planning
software in its range. The LayPLAN
CLASSIC modules for allround
scaffolding and SpeedyScaf allow
scaffolding solutions to be
configured quickly and individually
– including a material list and an
assembly sketch. For more complex
structures, Layher now offers the
LayPLAN CAD module. This plug-in
for Autodesk AutoCAD permits 
3-dimensional planning of
scaffolding structures of all types.
Thanks to integration into the
LayPLAN system, basic planning can
be done in automated form in the
proven LayPLAN CLASSIC. The data is
then simply exported into the
AutoCAD program, which offers
further possibilities for detailed 3D
planning – including visual collision
checking with the aid of volume
rendering. Transfer to visualisation
or animation software is also
possible – for example for
simulating the construction
sequence. This allows projects not
only to be planned economically in
3D and at the same time adapted
precisely to actual requirements, but
also to be presented professionally
customers. �
www.layher.com 

Optimising safety for industrial scaffolding 
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Layher Allround Scaffolding.
(Source: Layher)

Layher toe boards of steel and aluminium prevent hazards. (Source: Layher)
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Success stories
When it’s about effi cient safety at work in industrial applications for new 
constructions and maintenance, you can rely on economical solutions 
with the Layher Allround Scaffolding®, even in diffi cult situations.
www.scaffoldingstories.com/industry01

Ideas. Solutions. Possibilities.
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Rising cement sales at Africa’s largest producer bodes well for the region’s construction industry activity.
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I
f cement is a good barometer for
activity levels in the construction
sector, then there is every reason

for Africa’s builders to be upbeat
right about now.
That is certainly a sentiment

reflected by Nigeria’s big
homegrown cement producer,
Dangote Cement, which continues to
make waves investing in new
production sites and capacity across
the continent.
Already Africa’s largest cement

producer, the company is on a
strong upward growth trajectory,
reflected in impressive sales figures
so far this year.
It notched up a 12.6 per cent

increase in total sales during the
first six months of 2017.
The company released its 

half-yearly results at the end of July,
highlighting the sales increase, plus
a growing slice of the pan-African
cement market.
Significantly, it was the strength

of this regional demand that
elevated sales, rather than a more
subdued Nigerian market. 
“Our pan-African operations are

growing well and increasing market

share,” said Onne van der Weijde,
Dangote Cement’s chief executive. 
“We saw our first sales from Sierra

Leone in the first quarter and our
new plant,” he added, which,
together with the launch of
production in the Republic of Congo
at the end of July, will “further
increase our footprint across Africa,
strengthening our position as its
leading manufacturer of cement”.

Investment 
A few days after announcing its
results, in early August, it emerged
that the company had sold a small
equity stake, worth about 2.3 per
cent, to undisclosed foreign
investors, as it continues to fund 
its expansion and dilute its
ownership structure.

The transaction follows other
similar sales: in 2013, to South
Africa's Public Investment
Corporation (PIC), and then in 2014,
to Sovereign fund Investment Corp
of Dubai (ICD).
Dangote Cement is by far the

largest company on the Nigerian
Stock Exchange, accounting for
about a third of total market
capitalisation.
If anything, this will only aid

Dangote’s aggressive capacity 
roll-out across the region. 
Analysis of the half year result

revealed that sales volumes of
African operations increased by 12.6
per cent to 4.7 million metric
tonnes, with Sierra Leone making a
53 kt maiden contribution.
Reflecting the geographic spread,

Dangote Cement bullish on African market potential 
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Our pan-African
operations are
growing well ”
ONNE VAN DER WEIJDE,
DANGOTE CEMENT’S
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Dangote Cement opens new cement plant in
Ethiopia. (Source: Dangote Cement)

L-R: His Excellency, the Prime Minister, Federal
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, Hailemariam
Desalegne, with Governor, Central of Nigeria
(CBN), Godwin Emefiele (Middle) and
President/Chief Executive, Dangote Group, Aliko
Dangote, during the commissioning ceremony.
(Source: Dangote Cement)
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revenues from pan-African
operations increased by a
whopping 63.7 per cent – to
124.4bn Naira from 76.0 billion
Naira – mainly as a result of
increased sales volumes, as well as
foreign exchange gains when
converting sales from local
currencies into Naira.
The domestic market was a little

less dynamic, van der Weijde said,
although important efficiency gains
have been made in recent times,
notably in the use of fuels for
cement production. 
“Our revenues have continued to

grow despite the lower volumes
seen in Nigeria, especially because
of the recent heavy rains,” he said. 
“Our margins have improved

significantly, helped by improved
efficiencies and a much better fuel
mix in Nigeria. We are using much
more gas and increasing our use of
coal mined in Nigeria, thus
reducing our need for foreign
currency and supporting 
Nigerian jobs.”

Regional markets  
The company – controlled by
Africa’s richest man Aliko Dangote
– has made impressive moves in
recent years to expand both its
production and its geographic
footprint to help meet the
continent’s concrete needs, 
a welcome boost for the
construction sector.
Cement sales during the first half

of the year included a total of 1.1
million metric tonnes (Mt) sold 
in Ethiopia, almost 0.7 Mt in
Senegal, 0.6 Mt in Cameroon, and
0.5 Mt in Ghana.
Further afield, it sold 0.4 million

metric tonnes of cement in
Tanzania and 0.3 million tonnes 
in Zambia. 
Although substantially higher

quantities overall, sales volumes
from its local Nigerian operations
fell from 8.8 Mt to 6.9 Mt,
attributed to the onset of rains,
which stalled a number of
construction projects.
That is still a huge slice of the

Nigerian market, however. The
company estimates that Nigeria’s

total market for cement was 10.2
Mt, 23.2 per cent lower than the
estimated 13.3 Mt sold in Nigeria in
the first half of 2016. Of total
market sales in the first half of
2017, just 0.1 Mt was imported.  
“As a result of the slower market,

our Nigeria operation sold nearly
6.9Mt of cement, down 21.8 per
cent on the 8.8 Mt sold in the first
half of 2016. We estimate our
market share to have been about
64.5 per cent during the first six
months of 2017,” said van 
der Weijde.

Competition 
Dangote Cement’s rising success,
not to mention its tight grip on the
Nigerian market, Africa’s largest in
terms of population, has posed a
number of challenges for other
rival cement producers. 
Indeed, Lafarge, a major

international brand, has been
consolidating its African businesses
to trim costs and to hike growth. 
This move comes particularly

with arch-rival Dangote Cement in
mind, as it expands aggressively on
the continent.
Holcim Nigeria is now part of

Lafarge Africa following a mega-
merger to create the world's biggest
cement maker LafargeHolcim back
in 2015.
Lafarge is currently seeking

regulatory approval to merge its
Nigerian operations with two of its
local subsidiaries.
According to an August letter to

the stock market, the cement mixer
wants to "undertake a business
combination with United Cement
Company of Nigeria Limited
(Unicem) and Atlas Cement
Company Limited (Atlas)." 
It did not give a reason for the

merger, although the company will
most certainly be well aware of
Dangote Cement’s increasing
prominence not only in Nigeria,
but across Africa too.
Interesting times for Africa’s

cement market, but the new
production sites, growth in capacity
and heightened competition, will
no doubt be positive news for the
construction industry. �
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AngloGold Ashanti is again looking to separate
its South African assets from the rest of its
portfolio, a report suggests, three years after
shareholders revolted against a similar effort. 
According to two sources familiar with the
matter, cited by Reuters, the mining giant 
has hired Deutsche Bank to evaluate options
although discussions are believed to be at 
an early stage.

AngloGold eyes 
South Africa plan

BRIEFS

A water pipeline has been installed for a new graphite mine
in Mozambique.
Plasti-Tech Piping Systems was commissioned to establish
the 15km HDPE pipeline for Syrah Resources. Other project
stakeholders include IEPS and Mozambique miner Tayanna.
“The water supply pipeline project had a strict deadline for
completion, which was met using two Hürner ECO CNC 2.0
355mm butt-weld machines day and night until completion,”
said Bradley Chamont, Plasti-Tech managing member.

Pipeline for new Mozambican
graphite mine

Botswana’s biggest mining, industrial
and power generation trade
exhibition, Electra Mining, takes place
on 12 to 14 September in Gaborone. 

Held at the Gaborone Fairgrounds,
the event will feature technologies to
boost productivity, innovative business
solutions, and new products from
local and international exhibitors.

Each day, there will be live
demonstrations where you can engage
with experts in the field for technical advice.

Among them, WorleyParsons RSA will be hosting daily demonstrations on its stand, focusing on
advanced project management tools, while Takraf Africa will be running live demos of its materials
handling, conveyors and elevator sytems. 

Victaulic will be introducing its Series 795 Knife Gate Valve, which maintains in-line without
disconnecting a valve from the piping system for repair or rebuild. The new concept only takes five per
cent of the time normally required during scheduled maintenance, cutting downtime by 95 per cent.

Smats Projects will be launching its SMATS HT954 Tractor, which has improved safety features and
new technology. This tractor was manufactured in South Africa. 

A seminar programme runs throughout the event. This will address a broad range of topics, from
funding power projects in sub-Saharan Africa to the importance of standards and regulations in the
region’s mining sector.

Major event partners include the Botswana Chamber of Mines, the Ministry of Minerals, Energy and
Water Resources and SA Capital Equipment Export Council (SACEEC).

Other industry presenters include Sanika Waterproofing, which will be introducing its Crystalline
concrete waterproofing technology, while Tool Rep will be showcasing its range of industrial,
engineering and welding consumables.  

Also demonstrating at the show, CCG Cable Terminations will be presenting its Quickstop Ex Injection
Resin Barrier gland on its stand.

The event takes place on September 12-14, 2017. For visit: www.electramining.co.bw

Australian-listed Lucapa Diamond Company
announced the recovery of more large 
diamonds from its prolific Lulo project in Angola
during August.
The latest recoveries include diamonds weighing

83 carats and 68 carats. In addition, other
recoveries include five diamonds above 50 carats.
The company operates the project, located

150km from Catoca, the world’s fourth biggest
kimberlite mine, alongside partners Empresa
Nacional de Diamantes E.P. (Endiama) and
Rosas & Petalas.
Lucapa said that the latest batch of large

diamond recoveries follow the return of alluvial
mining activities to Mining Block 8 at Lulo, which
has long been a major producer of large and
premium-value diamonds.
This includes Angola’s biggest recorded

diamond, the 404-carat 4th February Stone,
discovered in February 2016, which sold for
US$16mn.
The new stones are scheduled for sale during

September, according to a Lucapa statement.
Stephen Wetherall, the company’s managing

director, said Lucapa’s exploration programme
involves three rigs drilling kimberlite targets
which were upgraded and re-classified from the
results of a time domain electromagnetic survey
flown over the Cacuilo Valley area, where the
alluvial mining operations are focused.
Elsewhere, the company has a portfolio across

four well-established diamond-producing
provinces, also including Botswana, Lesotho, as
well as Western Australia.
In January this year, Lucapa purchased a 70

per cent interest in the Mothae kimberlite pipe in
Lesotho, another site with a reputation for
producing large and premium value diamonds. It
is located within 5km of Letseng, the world’s
highest dollar per carat kimberlite diamond mine.
Lucapa plans to bring the Mothae project into

production within 12 months under a low-cost,
staged development plan. Drilling is due to take
place in Botswana and Australia later this year.

Electra Mining Botswana returns in style LUCAPA’S ANGOLA
DIAMOND HAUL

South Africa’s powerful Gupta family is to sell its local mining unit, Tegeta Exploration and Resources, for
US$225m to a Swiss-based firm called Charles King SA. 
It marks the latest divestment from the Gupta portfolio in the wake of an influence-peddling scandal, and

allegations of using links to President Jacob Zuma to win contracts – claims that are denied by the presidency
and the family. Tegeta Exploration’s mines supply coal to South African state power utility Eskom.
Gupta-owned Oakbay said it had been acquired by Amin Al Zarooni, a leading businessman in the United

Arab Emirates, as a special purpose vehicle for investments such as Tegeta, according to a report by Reuters.
"Mining is an excellent growth sector on the continent and with this acquisition, our expansion plans on

the African continent kick starts," Oakbay reportedly quoted Al Zarooni as saying.
It is Oakbay’s second sale of the week beginning 21 August, following news it had also sold its shares in

the New Age newspaper and the ANN7 television news channel to Zuma ally Mzwanele Manyi.

Gupta-owned Oakbay confirms sale of Tegeta mining business

SMATS HT954 Tractor will be launched at
Electra Mining. (Source: Smats Projects)
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AngloGold Ashanti to separate SA assets.
(Source: Adobe Stock)

New pipeline for Mozambique
mine. (Source: Plasti-Tech
Piping Systems)
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Botswana’s export-oriented diamond mining industry
sees its rough diamond output amounting to more than
two-thirds of the country's total export revenue.
Diamond sales have certainly helped transform
Botswana into one of the fastest growing economies in
Africa. Tim Guest reports.
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D
ebswana, the 50-50 joint
venture between the
government of Botswana and

De Beers, is said, by value, to be the
world’s largest diamond producer. 
It operates four mines in the country
at Orapa, Letlhakane, Jwaneng and
Damtshaa, which together produce
more than 20 million carats a year,
accounting for more than 70 per
cent of Botswana’s export earnings
and some 50 per cent of the
country’s revenues. (15 per cent of
the De Beers group is owned
outright by the government), while
the company’s two main mines in
Botswana are Jwaneng and Orapa,
which deliver more than 90 per cent

by value of the nation's diamond
output, Jwaneng is ranked number
one and by value is itself estimated
to produce 15 per cent of the
world’s diamonds – it is the most
valuable diamond mine in the
world. Ongoing excavations
accessing kimberlite from a newly
expanded area of the mine will
extend its overall lifespan beyond
2040, thanks to a seven-year
expansion project.

Gaborone
De Beers made Botswana the core
location of its business in 2013,
moving its sales and sorting
operations from London to

Gaborone. With more than 5,000 
fixed-term contractors at its mines
as well as its staff in the capital,
state-co-run entity Debswana is the
largest private-sector employer in
the country. The quality of the
gems from Jwaneng is one of the
main factors behind its pre-
eminence; De Beers Jwaneng
diamonds have an average worth
of around US$200/ct, compared to
a global-mine average of some
US$110/ct.

Debswana Diamond Company’s
managing director, Balisi
Bonyongo, said in a statement that
in financial year 2016/17 the
company’s profits had improved

compared to 2015/16; this was due
to the Global Diamond Market
stabilisation, as well as factors such
as stronger demand for rough
diamonds, cost savings and
operational efficiencies. Of the
Jwaneng mine he said that ore
from the mine expansion project is
now being delivered to the main
treatment plant, after 88 per cent
of some 500 million tonnes of
waste had been stripped away at
the end of March. The company
expects to produce around 20.5
million carats this year.

Latlhakane operations
Operations at Letlhakane, on the

Diamonds are
Botswana’s best friend

MINING |  DIAMONDS

The 1109-carat Lesedi La Rona 
(Source: Lucara Diamond)
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other hand, which lies within the
Orapa kimberlite area, and was the
second mine opened by Debswana,
have now changed to tailings
treatment, as the mine reached the
end of its productive life in 2016.
At more than 150m deep, the mine
is managed from the company’s
Orapa operation where its
diamonds are processed at its
automated recovery plant.
Treatment of the tailings has
already begun and should see the
mine running – as a tailings
operation – for a further 24 years,
producing an estimated 21 million
carats from 83 million tonnes of
ore. More than 31 million carats
have been mined from Letlhakane

since it opened in 1975. 
In the first quarter of 2017,

Jwaneng production decreased by
eight per cent due to lower grades
extracted, although this was an
expected development, and was
partly offset by the Orapa
operation, which increased by five

per cent due to higher grade ore
being extracted; again, this was a
predicted development, according
to De Beers’ parent, Anglo
American. The Orapa mine
produced 2.1 million carats in this
period and Jwaneng 2.9 million.

It should be said the company

has a Corporate Social Investment
(CSI) mandate and engages in
community projects and
partnerships with government and
other parties. It invests in sports
sponsorships, charitable projects
and other socio-economic
community investments such as
schools and hospitals, all intended
to have a lasting social impact.

Most Valuable
The third-largest diamond mine in
Botswana, the Karowe mine, is
operated by Canada’s Lucara
Diamond and produces some
300,000 carats a year. While this
might sound like a small quantity,
these stones are said to be the

www.africanreview.com54
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Lucara’s Karowe open pit mine from where the 1109-carat Lesedi
La Rona was extracted. (Source: Lucara Diamond)

First pull out quote can be: Our focus is to
complete the capital projects, further
enhancing diamond recovery by the end of
Q3 this year"
LUCARA DIAMOND CHIEF EXECUTIVE WILLIAM LAMB
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second-most valuable diamonds in
the world with an average price-
per-carat of almost US$700. Lucara
Diamond is continuing to mine
Karowe’s ‘South Lobe’ ore body
portion, which, in 2015, gave up
the second-largest rough gem-
diamond ever produced – the
Lesedi La Rona. The Karowe mine
has gained a reputation for
producing large, flawless diamonds
that can fetch well-above average
prices on the international stage.
Lucara Diamond expects to
generate somewhere between
265,000 to 285,000 carats from ore
it mined from its various
operations during the period
ending 30 June, although this was

lower than intended as a result of
an equipment shortage that led to
less volume extracted. However,
the company is processing the ore
that was excavated in line with
forecasts; this material includes
ore from Karowe with the potential
for high-value finds. Lucara
Diamond’s chief executive William
Lamb said in a statement, “We
have worked with our new mine
contractor to improve performance
during Q2 and Q3, and our mining
department is now achieving our
productivity targets. Our focus on
the process plant is to complete
the capital projects, further
enhancing diamond recovery by
the end of Q3 this year. This will

place the Karowe mine in an even
stronger position to maximise
value from the recovery and sale of
diamonds from the high-value
South Lobe.” (The company has yet
to sell its Lesedi La Rona stone,
which is hoped will eventually
fetch more than US$60mn; it may,
however, have to be cut into
smaller stones as the single-stone
price is proving a challenge to sell
at this time.)

Lucara Diamond announced it
hired Dutch engineering
consultancy Royal Haskoning to
conduct a study into the
possibilities for developing an
‘underground’ mine at the current
Karowe site. A preliminary
economic assessment for the
project is expected to be
completed before the end of the
year and a pre-feasibility study in
the first half of 2018 is expected to
follow if all goes well.

World Bank warning
Not wanting to detract from the

very solid state of Botswana’s
diamond mining sector, the World
Bank indicates that Botswana
“faces a key policy dilemma of how
to grapple with the predicted
decline in previously buoyant
diamond revenues”. Its statement
says that projections of future
diamond revenues are uncertain
and goes on to say that “while
diamonds may not be fully
exhausted for another generation,
output is already well past its
peak”. The bank says that while
Botswana has made some progress
in reducing its dependence on
diamonds in the past 20 years, the
level of economic diversification
needed to offset diminishing
mineral revenues will ‘remain a
challenge’. 

The good news is that the issuing
of prospecting licences by the
government of Botswana is
increasing for other non-diamond-
related mining and mineral ores to
cushion the effects of such future
diamond-output changes. �
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Second pull out quote can be: "While
diamonds may not be fully exhausted for
another generation, output is already well
past its peak" 
IN A STATEMENT BY THE WORLD BANK

De Beers diamond mine in Jwaneng, Botswana. (Source: Esther Dyson/Flickr)
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Hitachi is supporting gold-mining operations with electric drive dump
trucks and excavators.
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H
itachi electric drive dump
trucks and excavators are
supporting mines in Turkey.

It is the first time the company has
entered the Turkish market with the
aim to boost its mining equipment
sales record in the territory.

Hitachi is helping mining
operations carried out by Tüprag
Metal Madencilik San.Tic.A.ş, a
Turkish subsidiary of Eldorado Gold
Corporation. It is operating two
significant gold deposits in the

country, one of which is the
Kişladağ Gold Mine, an open-pit
operation commissioned in 2006.
The site is approximately 180km
east of the province of Izmir and
about 30km to the south west of
the provincial seat of Uşak, in the
Aegean Region. Recent studies
estimate the total quantity of ore
to be extracted at Kışladağ to be
535 million tonnes, with an
average annual production of 35
million tonnes.

Bulent Erdem, mining sales
director, ENKA, one of the 
longest-serving distributors of
Hitachi, said, “Tüprag is one of the
biggest key accounts in Turkey. We
are supporting them with the
utmost care and priority. We hope
the relationship continues in the
future as it is currently.”

A mine manager from 
Tüprag- Kışladağ Gold Mine, said,
“Hitachi electric drive dump trucks
and excavators offer lower cost of
owernship. The diesel fuel
consumption and efficiency of the
product are the key factors for our
decision. During the assembly

process of the trucks and
excavators, HMEC and ENKA were
very helpful in providing solutions
to some of the unexpected issues.
We are thankful to HMEC/ENKA for
their support and respect of our
strict health and safety
requirements. Hitachi dump trucks
and excavators provided us
flexibility within our fleet. Also,
having environmentally friendly
electric driven machines, Hitachi
equipment complies with our
environmentally friendly vision.” �

For information contact Global Mining,
hitachiglobalmining@hcma.com.au

Hitachi EH AC-3 series trucks and
excavators offer lower cost of ownership

COMMERCIAL FEATURE

The EX8000 extractor. (Source: Hitachi)

Current Hitachi equipment
• Excavator - 2x EX3600-6LD, 1x EX5600E-6
• Truck - 10x EH4000AC-3 *customer has also 14x CAT 785C Rigid Dump Trucks 

First Hitachi truck purchase
• When - July 2013
• Opportunity - expansion
• Model - EH4000AC-3
• Loading equipment - EX5600 (with 29 m³ bucket)
• Specification -MTU engine, with 153m³ Hitachi design body, trolley ready
• Comfortable cabin, easy to operate and user-friendly
• Good diesel consumption and cycle time values

EH5000AC. (Source: Hitachi)
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Multotec Process Equipment specialist improves the dewatering process by
introducing Conturbex screen worm centrifuge technology.
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M
inerals specialist Multotec
Process Equipment has
improved a customer’s

sodium sulphate dewatering system
by introducing its innovative
Conturbex screen worm centrifuge
technology to achieve better results
when dealing with this crystalline
salt product.

The successful result, which
included improved plant availability
and nearly doubled the production,
led to a further order for two more
of these machines. Sodium sulphate
is one of the chemical reagents used
in roasting processing plants as part
of the steel-making process.

According to Gerrit du Plessis,
product specialist in solid liquid
separation at Multotec Process
Equipment, the company worked
closely with the customer to
establish the operational and
process parameters of the plant, so
that the Conturbex centrifuge
machine could be custom designed
for the application.

“As it is relatively new technology
in this application, we also arranged
for the customer to visit existing
installations in the country where
these units were operating in similar
applications,” says du Plessis. “This
allowed the customer to gain the
necessary confidence in the
technology by talking to companies
where it was already employed.

“To be effective in the
downstream process, the levels of
moisture in the crystalline sodium
sulphate must be as low as possible,”
he explains. “The centrifuge
therefore has a strategic role in the
main stream of a salt roasting plant,
and it was vital that we should
improve both plant availability and
production capacity.”

He says that Multotec
recommended the screen worm
centrifuge as it features benefits in
this application. With the centrifuge
rotating at a high speed of more
than 2,000 rpm to ensure effective
dewatering, the product is moved
forward across the screen by a scroll
mechanism, also spinning but with
a speed differential of 20 rpm.

“This distributes the product
evenly, which minimises the
possibility of vibration due to
uneven loads around the screen,”
he says. “Vibrations can become 
an issue with centrifugal machines
if material gathers unevenly,
causing stresses and eventual
mechanical failure which of course
could lead to unplanned and
expensive downtime.”

Du Plessis highlights the short
residence time – only about two
seconds – that the product spends in
the machine, which has important
implications for the continuity of
the whole process.

“This factor equips this Conturbex
unit well to deal with the kind of
process fluctuations that are
common in a plant, and allows the
machine to absorb variations in feed
rates,” he says. “This makes the unit
much more forgiving of these
variations, easily absorbing lower
solid concentration streams. As a
result, it also consumes less energy
and is subject to fewer line
blockages, which in turn improves
the overall plant availability.”

Should there be a sudden plant
stoppage or power outage, the

machine’s design allows it to clean
itself as it runs down without mains
power; it can be easily re-started
without the time consuming
cleaning process usually necessary
in many types of machines.

Another design advantage is that
the feed outlet of the solid liquid
mixture inside the rotating
components occurs at the smallest
diameter of the drum, where the
majority of the liquid is separated
by the screen.

“Since the mixture is not subjected
to high G-forces in this area for
dewatering, the power load required
to spin the drum is much lower,” he
says. “This allows a smaller motor to
be utilised, which in turn means less
power consumption and lower
operating cost.” �

New centrifuge technology 
for dewatering sodium sulphate

MINING |  DEWATERING

The H600 Conturbex centrifuge operating in the process of dewatering a fertiliser product. (Source: Multotec Process Equipment)
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Since the late 1990s, mining operators have
upgraded their refrigerant systems to meet
global standards in relation to protecting the
environment. To this end, traditional
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) were phased out by
the Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer, which was signed by 46
countries in 1987. This paved the way for
hydroflurocarbons (HFCs) to replace CFCs, and
now the Kigali Agreement, a 2016 amendment
to the Montreal Protocol, commits countries to
phase out HFCs. HFCs are to be replaced by
hydrofluro-olefins (HFOs), the fourth generation
of fluorine-based gases.

Mine operators can skip the interim HFC stage
and move straight to the more environmentally
friendly HFO stage if they are upgrading old
refrigerant systems. As such, A-Gas has been
playing a role in ensuring South African mining
operators are upgrading their systems
responsibly. The company has launched a health
check kit for upgrade projects. This consists of
refrigerant sample cylinder, an oil sample bottle,
and all of the necessary hoses in order to take the
samples, packaged in a robust box. A Certificate
of Analysis is then supplied in compliance with
AHRI 700 standards, which reveals the maximum
contaminant levels permissible for re-use,
without causing system damage.

“Mining is an arduous environment and
application, especially in underground
conditions. For example, a pipe may burst,
resulting in refrigerant being contaminated with
water. A high moisture level will increase the
acidity which, in turn, will corrode the copper
elements of the system, leading to the failure of
motors and pumps and then the equipment in
its entirety,” said Michael Labacher, A-Gas South
Africa’s national sales manager.

He recommendes that mines conduct a
refrigerant analysis at least once or twice a year
as part of the preventative maintenance cycle, to
prevent safety-critical equipment breaking down
and impacting on mine productivity.

“Especially with shafts being closed and 
mines decommissioned once they reach their
end-of-life, it is imperative that systems be
purged of all refrigerant, cleaned and rendered
safe,” said Mr Labacher.  

In terms of future developments, Labacher
reveals that the company is looking to launch a
new product to recover refrigerant out of
systems far quicker in order to reduce downtime
and boost the recovery rate. 

“What we are looking at it is vacuum-sucking
refrigerant out of a system straight into drums,
which will eliminate the danger of any blow-off
to atmosphere. This will be far more
environment-friendly, our mining customers will
receive an improved service, and we will be able
to recycle the refrigerant in question,” he said. 

Overcoming wear, especially on ceramic and
rubber products, is an ongoing challenge for
mine operators. Rio-Carb is seeking to
address this by offering holistic solutions
based on the needs of individual mines,
rather than just focusing on single products,
such as liners.

“Our aim is to expand our product range
in order to be able to cater for a total
spectrum of wear solutions in the mining
industry, from bulk materials handling to
earthmoving equipment,” said Sias Suurd,
general manager for Rio-Carb. “There are
some applications where Chromium 
Carbide on its own may not be the most cost-
effective answer. Our aim is to become
flexible enough in order to be able to offer
complete solutions.”

Whereas Rio-Carb in the past has installed
liners under its slogan of ‘fit-and-forget’, the
company will in future capitalise on
solutions provided in order to help promote
best practice in the mining industry through
successful case studies. 

“By focusing on wear itself, our clients are
assured of solutions that will contribute
dramatically to their bottom line. This is a
win-win situation for ourselves and our
clients,” Mr Suurd said.

In terms of market growth, Rio-Carb 
plans to focus on opportunities in Namibia,
Zambia, Botswana and Mozambique, as 
part of its overall strategy to expand its 
reach in Southern Africa. 

The manufacturer will also look at
expanding its product range to cater for
additional applications and requirements,
and to increase the uptake of Chromium
Carbide in the mining industry.

Updated refrigerant systems crucial for
responsible mine operators

OVERCOMING WEAR ON A
RANGE OF APPLICATIONS

HFO gases are now favoured for mining refrigerants
over HFCs. (Source: A-Gas)

Bluestream is a major supplier of waste management and street
furniture products in the Middle East and South Asia. Now it is looking
to expand into the African market.

It provides steel and plastic containers, as well as custom-designed
units for a range of garbage collection and handling needs. The
company, which was formed 19 years ago, has developed modern waste
management solutions for various business, residential and educational
facility clients.

Bluestream started with a small team with their first customer Dubai
Municipality, and now they supply to major cities including Abu Dhabi,
Sharjah, Doha, Ajman, Ras Al Khaimah, Qatar, Muscat, Riyadh, Jeddah,
and Jubail. Their clients also include world class airports that require
state-of-the-art of waste collection systems, such as Dubai, Abu Dhabi,
Sharjah, Delhi, and Mumbai. 

Bluestream is now looking to enter Africa with its associated partners.
Waste management is a growing industry in Africa as people steadily

realise the importance of clean cities and how this can improve quality
of life. Many African cities are ready for this kind of development and
Bluestream is looking to provide specialised services to the market.
Considering Bluestream’s strong experience in serving government and
private companies, there is opportunity for growth in Africa.

Bluestream management is optimistic that its strong track record in
the Middle East and South Asia will stand it in good stead for the
growing African market.

Providing waste management solutions for a greener global society

SOLUTIONS  |  MINING
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Plan International Tanzania has handed over a
water and sanitation project to Mr Tixon Nzunda
Deputy Permanent Secretary, Regional
Administration and Local Government (RALG).
The US$289,800 project will promote the
availability of clean and safe water in Bahi. 
At the handover ceremony, Mr Nzunda asked Bahi
residents to take care of the project to ensure that
they benefit from it for many years.

Water project to benefit
Tanzania

BRIEFS

The government of Mozambique has recently
signed an agreement with Korea to boost the
water system of the capital town of Gaza
province, Xai-Xai, where 40 per cent of the
population does not have access to potable water.
General manager of Water Supply Investment and
Assets Fund Pedro Paulino, and President of the
Korea Environmental Industry and Technology
Institute Nam Kwang Hee signed the agreement.

South Korea helps fund water
system in Mozambique

Over the past three months, more than 190,000 tonnes
of waste has been diverted from landfill and converted
into feedstock to boost South African manufacturing.
The recycling of waste is part of the Industrial

Symbiosis (IS) Programme at the National Cleaner
Production Centre South Africa (NCPC-SA). 
Between April and June 2017, 25 participating IS

Programme companies in Gauteng and KwaZulu-
Natal diverted 193,193 tonnes of landfill waste,
eliminated 58,055 tonnes of greenhouse gas
emissions, reduced virgin resource use by 193,193 tonnes, and saved 1,422,800 m3 of industrial water.
“The IS Programme enables participating companies to save money on raw materials, explore new

innovations for wasted resources, generate new business opportunities, reduce their carbon footprint
and improve their environmental performance,” says Ndivhuho Raphulu, director at the NCPC-SA, a
national government programme. 
In addition, the Western Cape IS Programme, which is run by GreenCape, features 490 member

companies that have collectively diverted more than 7,900 tonnes of waste from landfill, resulting in
more than R33mn in cost savings and new revenue, and the creation of 127 jobs. 
Although South Africa is still regarded as the African manufacturing powerhouse, its competitiveness

has been waning in recent years. Local industries remain under increasing pressure from investors to
maximise bottom line profit, from unions to retain jobs, and from government and consumers to be
more environmentally friendly and sustainable. 
Every year at least R17bn worth of valuable secondary resources are lost to the South African

economy when general waste is sent to landfill. Up to 70 per cent of the country’s estimated 59 million
tonnes of waste can be recycled to help the environment. This ensures that valuable materials are
returned to a local manufacturing economy – creating direct job opportunities for low-skilled and
unemployed citizens and promoting a local green economy. 
The IS Programme is an easily accessible solution to these challenges, and industry efficiency innovator
NCPC-SA is at the forefront of reinforcing the concept, ‘one man’s trash is another man’s treasure’. 

East African countries are working together
to harmonise polices and regulations on 
e-waste management, according to local
media reports.
Juma Ooro, chairman of the East Africa

Communications Organisation (EACO)
working group on sustainable e-waste
management, said more public awareness
was needed on the issue. 
Speaking during the second EACO regional

workshop, he said, “We want this e-waste
topic to be included in our school
curriculums for people to understand the
dangers of e-waste and how to manage it
right from school.” 
Representatives from Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Burundi and South Sudan agreed to
carry out a baseline survey to understand the
volumes of e-waste in all the countries and
agreed to set up a joint recycling facility to
dispose of e-waste across the region.
Currently Uganda, Tanzania, Burundi and
South Sudan do not have any recycling
facilities. 
“We want all states to have a collection

point of electronic waste in every country.
People have their old phones, radios and
television sets but do not know how to
dispose of them. Some of this electronic
equipment rusts and becomes a danger to
people’s health and the environment,” he
added.The Uganda's ministry of ICT
permanent secretary, Vincent Bagiire, said
politics played a part in promoting e-waste
in the country.
“When they try to bring a law on banning

used electronics, some politicians oppose it
saying we are killing business, forgetting the
repercussions,” he said, according to a report
by Ugandan newspaper, New Vision. “That’s
why Uganda remains a dumping place for
these fake and used items. We just need 
to promote new, affordable and 
appropriate equipment.”

Trash may be treasure for South Africa
manufacturers

EAST AFRICAN COUNTRIES
TO TACKLE E-WASTE

The city of Cape Town has issued its first tender for three desalination plants to help alleviate the
drought-stricken region. 
Cape Town Mayor Patricia De Lille announced on 18 August the R2bn initiative will produce an

extra 500 million litres (ML) through the plants, ground water extraction and water reuse.
“Our intent is to both drive down collective usage to 500ML per day and to ensure that there is

always 500ML/day of water in production,” de Lille told reporters.
The mayor said the first desalination plant would be in operation by the end of October.
Only 21 per cent of water supplying the city was deemed drinkable, with residents in the

meantime having to adhere to strict water restrictions. Water restrictions have been reduced from
1000ml a day to 610ml a day for essential usage only. More on Cape Town water’s crisis on pg 64. 

CAPE TOWN ISSUES FIRST TENDER FOR
DESALINATION PLANTS

Recycling waste is part of the Industrial
Symbiosis Programme. (Source: Adobe Stock)

NEWS |  ENVIRONMENT
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Bahi residents will have access to safe
water. (Source: Adobe Stock)

Forty per cent of the population in
Mozambique does not have access to
potable water. (Source: Adobe Stock)
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TOMRA Sorting will feature its latest sorting
solutions at IFAT Africa 2017.
The recycling company will be one of more

than hundred exhibitors at the show, taking
place at the Johannesburg Expo Centre from
September 12 to 14.
Staff from TOMRA Sorting will be on hand to

share their recycling expertise and discuss
sensor-based sorting technologies.
Tasos Bereketidis, their regional director

Middle East & Africa, said, “We at TOMRA Sorting
are proud to share our latest sorting
technologies with local companies and
governmental representatives in South Africa to
support the country-wide mission of reducing
waste sent to landfill and improv the way
materials are currently recycled. We look
forward to welcoming you at our stand at 
IFAT 2017.”
Other participants include: the German-

African Business Association, the African
Sustainable Energy Association (AFSEA), the
German Water Partnership (GWP), the National
Recycling Forum, the Energy and Water Sector
Education and Training Authority (EWSETA), the

Geosynthetics Interest Group of South Africa
(GIGSA), the International Solid Waste
Association, the Municipal Infrastructure
Support Agent (MISA) and many more. 
Stefan Rummel, managing director of Messe

München, said drinking water will be a major
issue to be discussed at IFAT 2017.
He said, “Acute water shortage still poses

enormous challenges for the continent’s
inhabitants – as I discovered again on my recent
trip to South Africa. In order for the crisis to be
addressed, we have invited top experts to share

their know-how and solution proposals at 
IFAT Africa.”
The other focus of the exhibition, he said

would centre on the mining sector and its
impact on the environment and how
consequences can be minimised.
He added, “The potential of renewable

energies for Africa is also on the agenda. All of
these are issues that may be crucial to the
continent’s development.” 
More information on IFAT Africa visit 
www.ifat-africa.com. 

TOMRA SORTING SHOWCASES SENSOR-BASED WASTE SORTING
SYSTEMS AT IFAT AFRICA 2017

Recycling firm TOMRA Sorting
confirmed its attendence at IFAT 2017.

(Source: Adobe Stock)
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F
orty million people in
southern Africa have been
affected by a crippling 

two-year drought and one of the
most profoundly affected regions is
South Africa’s Western Cape. The
province is currently facing the
worst water shortage in more than a
century – in March it was reported
that Cape Town, home to four
million residents, had only 100 days
of water left. “The disaster
declaration will accelerate the
province's strategy is to ensure that
taps do not run dry," said Cape
Town’s Mayor Patricia de Lille. “We
need a new relationship with water.
The days of plentiful supply in Cape
Town are over.”
Right now tackling Cape Town’s

water crisis are scientists, local
government leaders and tech
entrepreneurs. They are all looking
at the most effective ways to stem

the immediate threat and to future
proof their city. Uta Wehn, associate
professor of water innovation
studies at the UNESCO-IHE Institute
for Water Education believes the
water crisis will spur on local
innovators. She said, “The urgency
of Africa’s water crisis also affords it
a unique opportunity to become the
world’s leader in water and climate 
change innovation.” 
Greenchain Engineering, a 

start-up based in the Western Cape,
believes its new app, which uses a
combination of recycling greywater
– relatively clean household

wastewater without faecal
contamination – and rainwater
harvesting might help solve Cape
Town’s water crisis. Currently in the
final stages of testing, Greenchain’s
app will enable residents to control
their irrigation and manage their
water use from their smartphone.
The integrated system collects
greywater and rainwater from roofs
by redirecting gutters. 
This will no doubt be a welcome

support system to Cape Town’s
parched residents. From 1 June,
Cape Town’s municipality banned all
water for “non-essential use” and

restricted water consumption to
100L per person, per day. To put this
into context, a single toilet flush
uses approximately 10L and a 10
minute shower between 75L and
190L, the restrictions effectively
mean not showering for longer than
two minutes, not flushing the toilet
more than five times and using
greywater wherever possible. 
Peter Turner, Greenchain’s

founder and operations manager,
and a qualified mechatronic systems
engineer, said, “The system always
knows how much rainwater there is,
how much greywater - and can even
decide not to irrigate depending on
whether it will rain the next day or
has rained recently. We will soon be
releasing a green rewards points
system, where people can get
discounts for their sustainable
habits. We want to quantify
sustainability and give people

The Theewaterskloof Dam, a major supplier of water to
Cape Town, South Africa, is now at 10 per cent of its
capacity and has caused the authorities to declare a

state of emergency. (Source: Shutterstock)

Cape Town Mayor Patricia de Lille looks at innovative solutions to solve its water crisis. Amalia Ilgner reports.
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Is stormwater the answer to South Africa’s 
water crisis? 

ENVIRONMENT | WATER

The days of plentiful supply in Cape Town
are over ”
CAPE TOWN’S MAYOR, PATRICIA DE LILLE
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incentive to be ‘greener’ in their
living habits.” The start-up has just
won support from Stellenbosch
University’s LaunchLab, which will
help further develop the app and
water recycling system. 
This idea of reusing stormwater is

supported by the scientific
community. “We waste a lot of water
that can be reused. Conventional
drainage systems are designed
purely to reduce public health risk.
We need to ‘get over’ our fear of
stormwater and realise that this is a
resource”, says Professor Neil
Armitage, head of Urban Water
Management at the University of
Cape Town. 
Echoing this view is Cape Town

University’s Dr Kirsty Carden,
research officer in Urban Water
Management. Carden says
stormwater harvesting, the
collection and storage of run-off
water from an urban region, can
improve water security and increase
resilience to climate change.
“There’s a significant variation in
rainfall across South Africa, but most
parts of the country are well placed
to harvest stormwater. Cape Town
obtains roughly 400 million cubic
metres of water annually from its
supply reservoirs. But more than
three times this amount falls onto
the city every year as rain, which
becomes stormwater.”
Speaking at Water Sensitive Urban

Design, a session held in South
Africa as part of the recent Local
Climate Solutions for Africa 2017
summit, Professor Armitage said
“diversity” was essential to 
“building water resilience and
surviving droughts” and this 
means harnessing non-traditional
water sources, such as 
stormwater harvesting. 
Right now, Professor Armitage is

supervising a potentially 
ground-breaking research project
looking at the viability of
stormwater harvesting from the
Lotus River catchment, one of a
number of catchments in Cape
Town with flood management
ponds, as a source of
supplementary water for the city. It
forms part of the Cape Flats Aquifer

which can be used to essentially act
as a storage “sponge” that could
absorb surplus water from the
stormwater system - water which is
currently going into the sea. This
water could be supplemented by
treated sewage effluent which is
readily available from several
wastewater treatments works
situated on the periphery of the
catchment. Whilst the additional
groundwater that this would result
in would not be potable without
further treatment, due to the size of
the catchment – around 100 square
kilometres – it could serve as a
reliable secondary water supply for
the city. “You can store a lot of
water in a 100 sq km area”, he says.
He estimates that a “best case
scenario” could see “up to one third
of the city’s total water” being
supplied from this source. Set to
conclude in 2019, but with
preliminary results available as 
soon as this December, the
outcomes from this study will

include a strategy for water supply
from stormwater ponds in Cape
Town, an economic analysis to
assess whether this would be
economically viable, and guidelines
for the design, operation and
maintenance of stormwater ponds.
This idea of building “water

resilience” has been taken up by
Cape Town’s local government. In
June, the city resolved to take “a
new water resilience approach to
water management” and created a
Water Resilience Task Team. The
team will ensure that water
shortages are avoided, and
transform Cape Town’s water
landscape into one that ultimately
relies less on surface water. 
In a statement by Cape Town’s

Mayor Patricia de Lille, she said, “We
cannot bank on there being
sufficient rain in the remainder of
winter to break the drought. It will
take at least three consecutive
winters of above-average rainfall to
make a real difference to the

availability of surface water. Being
resilient means that we have 
the capacity as individuals,
communities, institutions,
businesses to survive, adapt and
grow no matter what kind of acute
stresses and shocks we experience.” 
On 19 June, De Lille formally

posted a Request for Information for
proposals for plants to supply
potable water. The Cape Town
council is looking for innovative
solutions that can produce 
between 100 million litres and 500
million litres of potable water per
day. The council is scrutinising
“more than 100 proposals” and the
shortlist is yet to be announced, but
it said, “The proposed solutions are
varied, as one would expect from a
wide ranging call for information
and ideas”. The council stressed that
the temporary installation of water
plants is intended to “build
resilience”, ensuring that the
households and businesses of Cape
Town are not adversely affected by
acute shortages of surface water.
The council hoped the first plants
would be available for production
by September. 
De Lille said: “We need to

embrace the fact that water scarcity
is the new normal and all our future
planning must accept that we are
living in a drought-stricken area.” �
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The urgency of Africa’s water crisis also
affords it a unique opportunity ”
UTA WEHN, PROFESSOR, UNESCO-IHE INSTITUTE 
FOR WATER EDUCATION

WATER | ENVIRONMENT

As the devastating drought continues in Cape Town people fill up water bottles and containers at the many mountain springs
running off Table Mountain. (Source: Shutterstock)
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ContiTech conveyor belts with high-impact resistant conveyor covers

provide extended belt life in real-field applications for Botswana’s largest

diamond producer. This technology and innovation, paired with

ContiTech’s local manufacturing capabilities and its Botswanan-based

service branch, has resulted in ContiTech becoming the diamond

producer’s preferred conveyor belt supplier.

“In two comparative side-by-side tests that we conducted in Botswana,

we proved our abuse-resistant FortressXP conveyor belt and MonsterHide

impact- and puncture-resistant conveyor cover greatly outlasted competitor

belts and covers,” said Ben-Piet Terblanche, branch manager, 

ContiTech Botswana.

In the first comparison, ContiTech tested its premium textile reinforced

conveyor belt, FortressXP, with the mining company’s existing textile belt.

The belts carry sharp-edged 300mm diamond-bearing ore in short cycles

and high speeds, and are considered a critical belting operation for the

mine. FortressXP is able to withstand these everyday diamond mining

abuses with its patented twill weave fabric design which provides the best

cut and gouge resistance on the market. After a lengthy side-by-side test,

ContiTech’s FortressXP conveyor belt outlasted the existing textile belt by 18

months to three.

The second test compared cover compound wear rates between

ContiTech’s new MonsterHide conveyor cover to a competitor standard 

M-Grade cover. The two covers were placed on textile reinforced belts,

which are used to convey ore from the primary crusher to stock piles,

another critical belting operation that is prone to cutting and gouging. 

“The standard M-Grade cover lasted one year while our premium

MonsterHide cover, with its higher Shore A hardness, elongation 

and gouge impact resistance, continues to operate two years on,” added

Terblanche. 

The outcomes of these tests, paired with the company’s at-the-mine

services, have resulted in ContiTech becoming the preferred critical and

high-abuse conveyor belt solutions supplier to the diamond producer. 

In addition, ContiTech has the largest conveyor belt service branch in

Botswana and conducts the majority of the mine’s splicing and repairs.

Upholding its commitment to uplifting local communities, ContiTech

employs and trains local technicians to conduct all belt installations and

services, from pulley lagging to vulcanising maintenance repairs.

“In this time of cost-saving efforts in the mining industry, having

conveyor belts that last longer gives companies the competitive edge. And

through our holistic service agreements, our belts are set to increase the

customer’s productivity and reduce downtime for years to come,”

concluded Terblanche.

The ContiTech Botswana branch is based in Francistown and all

ContiTech conveyor belts are manufactured at its manufacturing facility at

Uitenhage, Eastern Cape, South Africa. 

ContiTech is one of the world's leading industrial specialists. Its customers

can be found in major industries, such as machine and plant engineering,

mining, the agricultural industry, and the automotive industry. 

SOLUTIONS | INNOVATION
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CONTITECH BECOMES PREFERRED BELT 
SUPPLIER TO BOTSWANA’S LARGEST DIAMOND PRODUCER

FortressXP conveyor belt carries 300mm diamond-bearing ore in short cycles and
high speeds. (Source: ContiTech)
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ISO:9001-certified organisations were given three years to update their
quality management systems following changes made to this
certification in 2015. With the September 2018 deadline for updating
systems now drawing closer, Mettler Toldeo has announce a new library
to help organisations with this process.

If an organisation’s processes involve any weighing steps, Mettler
Toldeo can provide support to easily make the necessary updates using
the risk-based Good Weighing Practice approach.
The aim of ISO:9001 is to help businesses and organisations be more

efficient and improve customer satisfaction, and this has proven to be a 

popular certification among oil and gas operators worldwide. Under the
changes made to the certification, greater emphasis is placed on the
process approach and risk-based thinking is now an important focus.
Continuous improvement can be achieved by implementing the
recommended Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle. 
Mettler Toledo’s ISO:9001 library collection contains resources and

support documents to help organisations learn more about the
updating process in regard to weighing steps. Content such as 
white papers and on-demand webinars are available for download 
free of charge. 

In a bid to meet demand from oil and gas
operators for high-quality, low-cost pumps,
SPX FLOW has launched its new
Bran+Luebbe CEREX P-range pump.
This new pump is designed for high-

pressure applications, up to 103 bar, and
they are fitted with special diaphragms to
help the product last longer.
Other features of the pump include:

double diaphragms fitted with a
diaphragm failure detection sensor to
maximise safety and prevent pump
damage; and a pump yoke to separate
hydraulic oil from gear box lubricant. The
pump has been designed in accordance
with AP1675 to be adaptable, with
multiple configurations and connections.
The CEREX range is a standardised product

to ensure low cost and swift availability.
SPX Flow is confident that there will be

a strong uptake with the new pumps in the
oil and gas industry with a flurry of new
and revived projects this year in response
to an upturn in the market and a
stabilising of oil prices. 
Peter Sahai, commercial director

Bran+Luebbe, said: “SPX FLOW recognises
that today’s changing oil and gas industry
calls for rapid-fire responses and efficient,
cost-effective solutions. That’s why we’re
excited to launch our new CEREX P-range
of pumps, which tick those criteria
by being high-quality, low-cost and
instantly available.”
Bran+Luebbe, a German brand, has been

owned by US-based SPX FLOW since 2001.

COST-EFFECTIVE PUMP
LAUNCHED

SOLUTIONS  | OIL & GAS

A patented buoyancy design which eliminates vortexy-induced vibration (VIV) and reduces drag in
drilling riser operations has been launched as part of a joint development agreement between
Trelleborg and Diamond Offshore.
In June 2017, the helically grooved buoyancy design was tested in tow tanks at SINTEF Ocean’s

Tow Tank facility in Trondheim, Norway. The joint facility, under SINTEF and the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology (NTNU), is a leading hydrodynamic research facility.
The test programme provided hydrodynamic data confirming the design’s drag reduction and

VIV suppression performance. Fixed and dynamic drag coefficients of the new design were recorded
during separate fixed and free vibration tow testing. Drag coefficients at an average of 0.65 were
observed for relevant flow regimes, which is comparable to the performance of riser fairings. This is
achieved through the highly successful VIV suppression of the design, effectively eliminating VIV
response and subsequent drag amplification in the high excitation response range of offshore
drilling risers.
Antony Croston, business group director with Trelleborg’s offshore operation in Houston, said,   
“For many years, fairings have been accepted as the best technical solution for drag and VIV

reduction on drilling risers. Their use has come with an operational penalty in the form of
increased running and retrieval time, as well as handling issues, especially in harsh weather. We
now have an integral concept, which has been proven to match the performance of fairings,
without any issues in drilling riser handling and running methodologies.”

Buoyancy design cuts drag for offshore
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The testing process for the new buoyancy
design took place in Norway.

FREE ONLINE LIBRARY TO HELP MEET ISO:9001 UPDATING DEADLINE
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MINING |  ENERGY SAVING SOLUTIONS

Danfoss opens up about the country’s strengths, not downplaying the challenges that
the global service provider faces, and the strategies to overcome them.

F
or Danfoss, South Africa provides
opportunities not only in the products it
sells but also in the services it caters to. With

a presence in country for the last 30 years, South
Africa is one of the most receptive markets for
Danfoss due to its stable economic and political
conditions, according to Levent Taşkın, regional
president, Turkey, Middle East and Africa. 
Speaking with African Review of Business and

Technology, Taşkın opens up about the strengths
and challenges Danfoss faces in the most stable
economy of the African continent.
As the country awaits the 2019 elections,

Taşkın says that the current government is taking
its time to spend excess in the long-term
development projects. This, for the Danfoss chief,
is an opportunity in disguise.
“Now is the right time to travel and meet our

customers and end-users directly and look into
their demands, and I am doing exactly that. The
gap years will give us the time to focus more on
R&D and come up with a competent product as
envisioned by them. South Africa is a huge market
for Danfoss and we do not want to go wrong with
it,” said Taşkın.
Even as the world is working around lowered

oil prices with budget cuts and postponed
projects, for Danfoss, this opens a door of
opportunity with its energy saving solutions for
the country. 
He continued, “We are in touch with South

African government officials and private
developers to explain how they can save energy
within existing buildings so that they can export
locally-produced oil and gas. With Danfoss’ energy
saving solutions, the energy savings in the current
buildings can go up to 40 per cent.”
The main business areas for Danfoss in South

Africa are mining, food and beverage, HVAC,
water and wastewater. These are the hotspot
sectors, which use Danfoss cooling products and
drives to reduce energy consumption. The heating
industry is picking up pace in the country and to
deal with the rising demand, the company has
also recently opened a heating facility in Sandton
along with sales and dealer offices. Focusing
mainly on under floor heating and balancing
valves, the company provides heating solutions
within buildings and industrial spaces that
distributes heat evenly on all floors and it can

save up to 30-40 per cent on the costs of utility
bills. 
Besides infrastructure and utilities, Danfoss

also provides energy saving solutions and cooling
systems in the mining sector.

Kolomela Mine, South Africa 
Kumba Iron Ore’s Kolomela Mine comprises three
open-cut pits and is a full dry-crush and screen
operation situated near Postmasburg in the
Northern Cape Province. In 2013, Kolomela Mine
produced 10.8 metric tonnes of iron ore, almost
two metric tonnes above the original target.
Three 710kW VLT drives are installed on the

mine’s dewatering system that distributes water
to the plant operations as well as the local town’s
water supply.
Taşkın stresses that water in South Africa is an

important commodity and, therefore, it is
important to have a well-established water system
next to mines for the supply of treated water. 
The traditional solution is to install drives in an

enclosed MCC substation to protect them from
contaminants. The closed, controlled air
environment in the substation ensures the drives
are kept cool and clean. To maintain the correct
indoor temperature, the heat generated from the
drives needs to be removed from the substation
by an air conditioner.

By employing VLT drives with a back channel
cooling facility, the mine saves approximately
80kW of electrical power. This benefit exceeds the
power savings achieved by using high-efficiency
motors. The Danfoss back-channel cooling
concept allows air from outside the MCC
substation to channel through the floor of the
substation to the VLT heat sink area, and then out
of the substation using simple ducting without
affecting the substation pressurisation. The use of
VLT drives with back channel cooling typically
provides annual energy operating cost savings
that are equivalent to approximately eight to 10
per cent of the total purchase cost of all VLT
drives, compared to using alternative drives.
The Danfoss headquarters in Johannesburg

comprises more than 40 people, mainly made up
of sales engineers, who provide 24-hour customer
service for queries relating to heating, cooling,
drives and power solutions. Taşkın boasts of
highly skilled technical personnel at the office
whose main aim is to solve technical issues
anywhere in the country within eight to 10 hours. 
With opportunities come challenges. 

According to Taşkın, the main challenge in Africa
is that the unstable economical and political
situation may continue until 2020. However, if it
continues to show no improvement within the
next few years, there may be no economic
development in the continent as a whole. The
second issue is the lowered oil prices. “The third,
and very importantly, is the unemployment rate
being high in South Africa (27 per cent in 2016).
This creates lesser demand in the market. 
Next comes, the lack of skilled employees
although South Africa has more educated and
high skilled people.”
All this, according to Taşkın, has led to

counterfeiting. “I can’t believe how many fake
products are sold under the Danfoss brand. The
quality is low, and the price is 40 per cent
cheaper than the original product. Now, we are
taking steps to prevent counterfeiting and are in
the process of identifying the sellers.”
To tackle this, Danfoss has few strategies in

mind, beginning with good local partnerships in
line with after-sales services. But most important
of all is the focus on digitalisation. 
“Connected products and services is what we

are about,” said Taşkın. �

South Africa is a mine of opportunities

Levent Taşkın is Danfoss regional president, 
Turkey, Middle East and Africa.
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YOUR BUS IN ESS  PARTNER
A SYSTEM FOR YOU

FINANCING SOLUTIONS

Tailor-made solutions
Top Financial Partners

Quali� ed team of experts

AFTER SALE SERVICE

Repair and Maintenance contracts
Competitive Warranty conditions

Origin 100% Iveco Parts
Widespread coverage

EUROPEAN TECHNOLOGY

Reliability, Flexibility, Versatility, Prestige
High Performance and robust trucks 

for extreme off-road conditions
High Quality complete line-up in terms 

of tonnage, power, torque, safety, ergonomics
Advanced logistics

FULL OFFERING

Wide range of Commercial Vehicles
Most advanced Technologies

Competitive costs

YOUR NEEDS, OUR SOLUTIONS.
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One of the many innovative features in the All-New Discovery 
is All-Terrain Progress Control. This manages the engine and 
brakes, so that the vehicle maintains a comfortable and steady 
off-road speed automatically. Leaving you to concentrate on 
steering a path through any far- flung landscape you find 
yourself in. 

Speak to your nearest importer for details. 

Ghana – landrover.com.gh  |  Ivory Coast – ivorycoast.landrover.com
Kenya – landroverkenya.com  |  Mauritius – landrover.co.mu
Nigeria – landrover.ng  |  Mozambique – landrover.co.mz 
Senegal – landrover.sn  |  Tanzania – landrovertanzania.com
Zambia – landroverzambia.com  |  Zimbabwe – landrover.co.zw

Disclaimer. 5-Year / 100 000km Service Plan and 5-Year / 150 000km Warranty are standard on any new 2017 model.
The 5-Year Land Rover Care Service Plan does not apply to the following countries: Ivory Coast, Mozambique and Senegal.

ALL-NEW DISCOVERY

IT’LL GET YOU INTO 
AMAZING PLACES.
IT’LL ALSO HELP GET  
YOU OUT AGAIN.

SERVICE PLAN
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